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NO. 196.

SANTA FE, N. M., FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1904.

VOL. 41.

MONT PELEE IN
ERUPTION AGAIN

MEETING OF
CITY COUNCIL
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But So Far No Serious Damage Has
Been Done Islands in Those
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The Tie Up of the Santa Fe SysNew York, Oct. 7. Owing to the intem South of Lamy to Be
terruption in thetelegraph lines, mesBroken Tomorrow.
sages from the island .of Martinique
have been badly delayed. Between
Cape Haytien and Puerto Plata in
MORE
LOST
LIVES
AUDITED the island of San Domingo, it is neces,
ACCOUNTS
sary to send them by courier, Involving
twelve hours' delay. It fs believed that
Belated Stories of the Havoc Wrought,
And Referred to Finance Committee-Extensio- n
Mount Pelee is once more in eruption
and
entire
Windnear
the
the
vicinity
of Galisteo Street
by the Angry Waters in Northern
ward Island is covered by ashes. Di
'"
New Mexico.
Ordered.'
rect dispatches from F.ort Def ranee
are expected during the day.; "
In the future all floods in New Mex
The city council met last night from
Eruption Not Serious.
ico will be compared with the great
Fort Defrance, Island of Martinique,
an adjourned session of Monday night,
flood of September, 1904. More inci- with all couneilmen present except Oct. 7. A report that there has been
a
from
serious
on
is
is
Mount
absent
dents
who
Pelee
H.
eruption
John
telling of the unprecedented
Walker,
force of and1 the devastationwrought by
the city. Mayor Gibson presided and not true.' There has 'been great .acthe high waters on last Friday are be
the meeting: was called to order at tivity on the mountain the last few
and week ago the volcano emit-ed- ,
ing- reported.
7:45 o'clock.
days,
;
v
Two. women and a boy were drown
enormous quantities of steam and
Clerk Delgado being absent, the
ed in the Red River, below Springer,
mayor appointed Councilman Lopez to ashes. On September 29th the mounRoll was then tain was throwing out steam all day,
act as clerk protem.
according to a report which reached
here last evening. The body of Mrs.
called and the reading of the minutes forming a dense cloud fight or ten
Villarael was drowned in the Mora .
of the last meeting was dispensed thousand feet high. The escape grew
A number of bodies,
'V".
on Wednesday.
less violent as night approached, but
with.
however, of persons known to have
The first business to come before the after dark there were two points on
been drowned at Watrou3, have not
council was the reading of petitions the cone that were brilliantly lighted
SPpRT. IN THE MOUNTAIN DISTRICTS OF NEW MEXICO
A petition from Mrs. Gildersleeve, rel while at the foot of the dome there was
yet been recovered.
In Leonard Wood County considerative to the construction of a sidewalk a hole from which Are escaped Into the
able damage was done to hay, beans
in front of her residence property on valley below, but not In sufficient quan
and other crops at Tanos and Alamo- Palace Avenue was then read. Mrs. tities to occasion much damage.
to
council
the
gordo. At Santa Rosa, S. A. Still's
Gildersleeve wanted
store front was badly damaged and
give her until next month to build the
the rear end of Harrison & Williams
,
sidewalk., and upon motion the petition
store settled to such sj extent that it
wa-- granted.
; :
;
A Compilation of the Territory's Stat- - will have to be rebuilf Nearly every
A discussion was then engaged in by
utes Governing the Killing of
adobe house at Santa Rosa was more
the members of the council in regard
or less damaged. The bridge over the
Game and Fish.
to bill posters; It seems that Chair- - Democrats of Massachusetts . Pulled
Canadian River on the main line of the
man Crist, of the Democratic Central
Together In State Con- For
of local sportsmen, Rock Island, was damaged, but the
the
guidance
"' , ;
Committee, had a number of dodgers
vention.
Mexico's game laws are published:
bridge over the Canadian on the! Dawprinted and sent a man out to, post
of game and fish lawa of son eacaped injury, although the river
Synopsis
them about the city, but before this in
business
Boston, Mass., Oct.
the Territory of New Mexico, passed was very high. The bridge between
dividual had gotten very far he was of ,the Democratic state convention to
Tucumcarl and Palomas was wealten-e- d
by the legislature on March 12, 1903;
stopped by A. M. Dettlebach, who be held here today was that of placing
to such an extent that It is unsafe.
Game.
Season
for
to
Open
had
no
one
a
right post in nomination a complete state ticket,
claimed, that
Deer with horns with gun
Considerable loss of property Is
bills in the city but himself, he being presidential electors,
adopting a platand December, each year,
from Springer, Colfax County.
licensed by a foreign association of bill form of "principles and electing mem
At Shoemaker, the salvage from theV
Limit, one deer.
posters. There was no city prdinance bers at Jarge on the Democratic state
Elk, antelope and mountain sheep, store property of Murphy & Glass does
to cover this subject," but City Attorney committee. The unanimity of the leadnot amount to $300.
killing
looked
absolutely prohibited.
up ers with respect to the ticket to be
Victory reported that he had
St.
Oct 7. The question
Wild turkey and mountain grouse
The big iron bridge over the Pecos
the law on the matter and was of the nominated, was one of the remarkable of Petersburg,
Baltic Sea fleet to! the
the
sending
with
Santa Roaa had a narrow escape
November
at
only
October,
gun
to
a
right
opinion that anybody had
features of the convention. The names Far past by way of Cape Horn is ad26. laws of from' destruction. Although the high
and December.
Chapter
post bills in the city. He said, how- agreed upon were William L. Doug vocated
"
by a strong party fit the p 'l'Etr-alit.
1891. ,
est railroad bridge in New Mexico, tho '
ever, they, could not use the private lass of .BrocHton, for governor? John
palo-iaon
the
:
r,
gfoun8.'thitfter
with
No river rose until the - waves X washed
gun
bill boards erected by Dettlebach for C. Crosby, of Pittsfleld, for lieutenant
the Straits of Magellan their progress Touring Car Containing Nine Persons vember, December, ' January and Feb against the girders. A long train of
such purposes, Tiut could post bills oth governor;
T. Schaefer, of Win could not be
Harry
'
dogged and reported ,by '
Runs Away Three Occu.
'
ruary, each year. Chapter 26, laws of heavily laden coal cars was run on the
...
er places.
chester, for secretary of state; Ed
could rendezvous at
,. .
1901. :
'':',
pants Killed.
bridge and this weight held the bridge
The committee appointed to ascer mund Goman, of Boston, for treasurer; cable, that colliers
'
Pacific .isSea
and
South
other
the
ab.
in place.
Pheasants
on
(every
securely
species)
taxes
killing
the
tain the back
property John P. Leahy of oston, for attorney
in
be
main
would
risk
that
the
7.
land's;
In
Driven
Mora
New
Oct.
at
The
the
Couiu.
York,
Turquillo Valley,
solutely prohibited.
that was to be deeded for the extension
and Francis Tarault, of South that vast stretch, vessels might .be rate of twenty-fiv- e
miles an hour, a
,
wa3 utterly ruined by the high wa
Season for Fish.
ty,
Open
rf 'Manhattan Avoniio rfitinrtfid' that general,
Bridge, for state auditor.
beaten off their track and the danger three-seateand Is
Mountain trout (every species) with ters. The valley Is cigar-shape- d
touring car containing
they had not inquired into the matter,
of aSerious breakdown of some of the four men and five women, dashed over rod, hook and line only May 15 to Oc- about eight miles long and a mile wide
but would be prepared to make a reships, although the transport Kamchat- the embankment at the southern end tober 15. Size limit not less than six In the center. It is noted for its beau
port at the next meeting!
ka Is equipped with every appliance for of Jerome Avenue today, landing on inches. Weight limit 15 pounds per tiful meadows and fine crops of wheat,
The committee appointed to notify
re- the southbound track of the New York
maklngV of all extraordinary
the
oats, barley1 and corn. The valley is,
remove
Jones:
M.
to
day..
the
obstruction
P.
route
selection
The
of
this,
Central and Hudson River Railroad.
pairs.
Bass (large and small mouth spe- surrounded by mountains from which.
lie had placed in the Santa Fe River,
would be tantamount to a decision not' Just at that moment, a southbound cies) May 15 to October 15 with rod, canons open into it. 'On September 26,
which was a defriment to the rights of
to
reach' Vladivostock in the spring.
in
Boston
To
Held
Convention
State
cattle train running fast, rounded the hook .and line only. Weight limit 25 the storm commenced and lasted with-- ,
other property owners, reported that
out interruption for four days. The
curve and struck the automobile. pounds per day.
Preparing For the Future.
day Present Officers Re-- 1
Mr. Jones had been notified and was
Nominated.
Shanghai, Oct. 7. Numerous reports Three persons were killed, two .inGame or fish killed or caught within Canon Carro commenced to send down
granted thirty days in which to comreceived from the Interior are telling stantly, and two were seriously injur- the Territory, of New Mexico, must not a flood on September 27. This increas
ply with the order of the council. .
7. Witli the as of the activity of secret societies at ed, and the other four,
Oct.
ed until September 29, when the other
Boston,
Mass.,
council
although bad- be sold at any time.
Mayor Gibson notified the
points widely apart that are causing ly bruised and shaken, were able to
Where water is taken by ditch for canons also. sent down immense floods,
that plenty of brjqk for the building oj sembling of the Republican state con- serious
uneasiness. It is known that go home. The dead are, Allen Noyes, irrigation 'or other purposes from covering the valley with water, so that
crosswalks and sidewalks could now vention here today to nominate a state
be obtained from the penitentiary off- ticket and presidential electors, the officials everywhere are displaying the chauffeur; an unidentifleti woman, streams wherein are living fish, as only the tops of a thousand or more
mentioned in the act, wire screens hay stacks were visible. Grain and
icials and active steps should be taken situation, so far as the only contest great anxiety and are procuring the and Bella Perez.
must be placed at the intake of such hay were carried into the Coyote Rivto carry out the various ordinances among state officers was for the nom- most modern arms and ammunitions of
1
"
V
was con- war for the purpose of equipping the
er, the loss amounting to $1,500. At
ditches.
.
that ha been passed for the construc- ination of state treasurer 'than
13 no
cov
a
lake
soldiers.
of
was
the
involved
to
exlast
the
aT
end
There
less
valley
unlawful
upper
It
cerned,
is
for
certainty
any railway,
tion of crossings and sidewalks.
Attorney General F, Moody, whether the activity of the otlicials is
press company or any of their agents ering 500 acres was left the water
City Marshar Gorman reported he night.
been selected as permanent chair directed against anticipated risings, or
or employes to receive or have in pos- finding no exit and likely to remain
had purchesed a new garbage wagon had
and the state ticket agreed upon is a precautionary movement in view
man
session for transportation any of the there for many months.
a
in compliance with resolution passed
office of treas- of the possible danger from successful
General Manager H. U. Mudge and
save
the
fish.
the
leaders,
by
In St. Joseph,' Missouri, This Morning above, mentioned game or
the cost of which
at a former meeting,
L. Bates; Japan.
was:
John
Governon
Use
ure!
of
dynamite, drugs, sawdust. Superintendent Easley, of the Santa
was $20 cash.- He also reported that
Others Seriously Injured
Fe system, have made their way from
Curtis
a
is
Gould,
lieutenant
Jr.;
governor,
etc.,
Incensed
at
felony.
Greatly
Japanese.
sold the old wagon for $15 on
By Jumping.
M..
William
Colorado, to Albuquerque."""
Trinidad,
of
Olln;
state,
7.
Russians who
Vladivo3tock, Oct.
two months' time. The council' order- secretary
Mr. Mudge traveled to Raton, by
A. Turner,; and attor- have
HenrNEW
FLEET
OFF
YORK.
FRENCH
auditor,
Korea
from
returned
'
say
r
Stra-ceto
just
ed that a warrant be drawn for $20
St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 7. The
New York. Oct. 7. The French trolley to Starkville, thence by light
ney general, jHerbert, Parker, all being that the Kpreans, especially in the
,
Hotel, in South St. Joseph, burned
pay for the new wagon.
rer
were
who
the present Incumbents,
cruiser
Jarlf de La Gravir arrived to engine for a distance. The remainder
incens- this
are
southern
provinces,
greatly
morning. Four persons lost their
The recent flood having shown that nominated.
.
i
from
day
Sydney, Cape Breton, to join of the journey to Raton was made by
actions
of
ed
tha
at the highhanded
lives. They were Lafayette Frew,
great damage might result because of
French
other
the
who
warships, which'have wagon and handcar. A work train
seize
the
men,
young
Japanese,
In
live
aged 6(Jyears, a speculator
no protection being afforded the prop- -'
been
for
several
here
brought the traveler near to Springer.
cut
days.
in
their
them
hair, place
Japanese stock; C F. Norton, aged 35, an emerty owners residing along the Santa
After a transfer over the river by wa- unifosms and compel them to enter the
ploye of the Stock Yards Company;
Fe River, the council deemed it necesCONGRESS.
FOR
GOUDERY
gon and a drive of some distance, they
now
is
The
favor
ranks.;
population
Dillingham, aged 50, livestock
Joseph
sary that active steps should be taken
boarded a handcar and came to Shoe7.
Oct.
St.
The
Mo.;Republi
Louis,
able to the Russians.
speculator; Mrs. Anna Weston, of cans of the Twelfth Missouri Congresat once toward the construction of the
maker. Messrs. Mudge and Easley ,
Jap Fleet Captures Transport.
Gentry County," Missouri, guest. Gil- sional District, nominated
proposed breakwater. As the recent
M. walked the nine.miles through the can- - Harry
A Pleasant One Prominent RepubliThe British bert .Weston, the
'
son of
Shanghai, Oct. 7.
to
high water washed out a line that had
cans of the State Occupy Pullsteamer Shishan, from Hong Kong, has the dead woman, is fatally burned, and Goudery,- of St. Louis, for Congress, to onFromWatrous.
been run by the city engineer, estabto
Raton
Springer Mr. Mudge
.
man Attached to Special. '
been seized by the Japanese fleet off William Simmons, a cattle buyer, was day.
new line in good condition, .
lishing a place to build the ' breakthe
reports
New Chwang. The Shishan carried & badly hurt by Jumping from a third-stor- y
water, he was ordered to run another
the damage near French having been
CUT-OFF- S
Brigham, tltah, Oct. 7. Senator cargo 'of cattle and flour intended for
window. The Are started In the
line and allow room for an eighty-foo- t
The bridge over the Red
repaired.
'
i
kitchen, which was a frame building,
channel in the bed of the river,' The Fairbanks spoke here at 9 o'clock this, Port Arthur.
River, Just this side of Springer, sufcame
in
up from Ogden
A Veritable Hell.
and the guests and boarders were
fered severely and a couple of days
city engineer will do this at once and morning. He
at St. Petersburg, OctJ7. Mall letters aroused with great difficulty. The
will be necessary to repair It. The
the property owners and the city will his. special train, after remaining
then commence active work on the that place' all night. He was accom- describing the Incident at the battle of dead men were boarders and unmar- President E. P. Ripley, of the Santa Fe bridge at Colmor, a long' trestle, was
erection of their relative breakwaters. panied by Senator Dolliver, of Iowa; Liao Yang are beginning to reach; the ried. '
also taken out. Other small bridges
System, Makes a Significant,
cannot be secured to do the Senators Smoot aVid Kearns, of Utah; newspapers here. Eye witnesses who
,
'
will need attention.
,
If convicts
i
Statement.
maw that ArA Congressman Smith, of Iowa, and a were
..
aua jltir tVta
in the town during the
The Iron bridge over the Mora near
ITIUA I"!
present
' '
now working out their poll tax will be large contingent of Utah's leading Re- fearful bombardment of August 30 and
Shoemaker was twisted around and
E. P. Ripley, president of tne Santa moved for some distance. The ap- who, occupied a Pullman of August SI, compare the scene to a
placed uponythe wejk of erecting the publicans,
their own. The attendance was not seething caldron of the' veterans of the
Fe system, is quoted by the New York proacnes were entirely gone. i ne
breakwater.
..r
.j'.'i
lack of numbers in a Turkish war, declaring that nothing r
but
the
large,
Commercial as saying that the Santa work of rebuilding the approaches to
to
confer
committee
appointed
; The
measure was compensated by the in
V
the intensity of the sheet The Identity of the Owner Withheld Fe system would have to build cut-offthe Watrous brid over the Mora ha
approaching
with the capitol custodian committee
terest
manifested
is true of his
those
and
what
by
present.
a
since
nuisance
and
been
ever
;
The
of
of
fire
Still
feeders,
has
Price
abatement
Purchase
experienced
and
engines
the
Lantry
already begun.
regarding the
road ife also true of every other west-- j and machinery were moved Into Shoe-- ,1
a
that at Plevena. The hollow in which
Secret.
caused by the sewage matter empty.
N
I
m- - .Li- - 1.1. - T.
.
1U LUIS lUO ueuiei nu..vii
ern roaa.
Liao Yang Is situated is described as
nepuun- - maker canon and a considerable force .
ing into a vacant lot near the Don Gas;
revival
old
a
of
the
can
adds
the
that
death
of
and
project
destrucawful
an
mass,
authoritaMexican
Nw"
The
has it
began work under the supervision of
par Avenue bridge, reported
cut-of- f
of the Santa Fe sys- Engineer Bisbee bn the big bluff which t
tion..
custodian' committee bad promised to
tively that the famous old Kelly mine to build a
at Kelly, Socorro County, has been tem, from some point in Kansas to Gal- must be leveled to enable a road bed ? '
bring the matter up at, the next meetWORSE.
. i
CURZON
sold
LADY
by Mrs. Henrietta Billings, of Cin- lup, New Mexico, through Prowess to be located. By the time the generaT
ing of the legislature and get' an, ap,
a
drain
of
7.
6fc
The
FOrt
for
Marie
the
Gallao
at
Oot,
Shells
At
cinnati, Ohio, who has owned the mine and Baca Counties in Colorado, and to manager arrived at the bluff fifteen '
building
Walmer, Castle, Kent,
propriation
V - Were Being Placed in Map
ssued this for a number of years., The new own- a connection with the- main line west tinlaa inH llPPTI finilk tn ft dPDth Of
following bulletin was
,.
feet Others are being
ailne." ' i ?
An ordinance ordering the building
morning: "Lady CurzopJs not so well. er's name' has not been announced and of Raton. However, the Republican twenty-sevethe price he paid is unknown, but it does not express much faith In the im- drilled. A whole mountain will be llftt
of .sidewalks 'onTjpper Palace Avenue
Antwern, Octl 7, Three shells ex-- , Her condition causes serioiu anxiety.
.
t
, . ran Into- - thousands of dollars, a, The mediate consummation of such a pro- ed with one tremendous blast There
beyond Delgado bridge, ' was ' ordered ploded this 'morning in Fort Saint Ma"
;
are a number of places in the canon
GaUao.v
Eleven' soldiers were
property will be operated at Its fullest ject
.
AT LLICERNE, SWITZERLAND.
.7
rie, at
repealed.
'
a i, .
"
v
..
where
the road must be rebuilt , w-- ,
future.
in
the
7.
capacity
InternaOct.
A number of bills were read and re- killed outright an'd many injured. The
The
Boston, Mass.,
'
of
'
Santa
the
'
the
nr.
in
the
"Never
J
'
all
history
rates
front
all
Reduced
points
ferred to the finance' committee, who explosion occurred while (the shells tional Peace Congress voted today to
I time i to Claudcrrft
"Ask the ticket Fe has any such nooa disaster oometa , t
If Ton wish to sake quick sales
waa jfestmctia". W
hold the congress of 1905 at Lucerne,
the same and wera being placed in the
Continued en pane ctens. ,
' will have to advertise your wares.
r;
.
which was completely destroyed.
- Continued n
agent"
rear. SwtUerland.
Transacted

Considerable Business of Public Importance
Last Evening.
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CONVENTION A
HARMONIOUS ONE

BATLIC FLEET IS
ABOUT TO SAIL

NEW MEXICO

' GAME LAWS

Will Probably 60 By Way of Cape

'

Japanese' Vessels Capture
British Steadier Laden With Beef
For Port Arthur.
Horn

y

;

ANOTHER FATAL
AUTO ACCIDENT

only-Octobe-

.

d

MASSACHUSETTS
REPUBLICANS

'

,

"

v

FOUR BURNED
IN HOTEL FIRE

.
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-

'

FAIRBANKS' TRIP

;

THROUGH UTAH

-

'

v-

MORE
AND BRANCHES

THE KELLY

V

;
MINE SOLD

s

.

EXPLOSION KILLS
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Santa Fe New Mexican; Friday, October 7 1904.
SENATOR DAVIS' LETTER OF AC . TWO POLITICAL INCIDENTS IN
MERCHANTS.
CEPTANCE, f
THIS CAMPAIGN.
The letter of acceptance of former
A few days ago a'
man
. Some of the local devotees
of the
mail order Industry vill 'have an ex- - U. S. Senator Henry G. Davis, of "West stepped from an eastern train at the
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING cellent opportunity to get acquainted Virginia, of the Democratic nomina Albuquerque depot, .ran, Jumped onto
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
with" the inside of the home stores tion for the Vice Presidency, was pub a truck and in a clear voice announced
while temporarily shut off from the lished last Monday In the newspapers that he was the Honorable E. V. Debs,
Editor business
MAX FROST
houses which they are sup- of the country. It is a short document the Socialist candidate for President of
'
PAUL A. F. WALTER.
porting in distant cities. Las Vegas covering about two columns of news the United States, and commenced to
Manager and Associate Editor. Optic. '
paper space but it is readable and make his speech. A crowd soon gathPERCY F. KNIGHT, ,
The above point is well .taken by the much more Interesting than the seven ered and he spoke for about two hours.
About the same time a well attended
Secretary and Treasurer. Optic. There is too much sending column "''letter of acceptance by Judge
and too much mail order business Parker. On account of interruption political convention twas held in Taos;
away
Entered as Second Class matter at for the
good of New Mexico towns. in mail and telegraph service through after the nominations had been made,
fee Santa Fe Postoffice.
Wherever and whenever possible, resi out this section, the New Mexican was a pleasant looking young man stepped
dents and consumers should support not furnished a copy in time to print it on the platform and announced that
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
their home stores. By building up as news. While this has not been George P. Money, Democratic candidate
25
carrier.
Dally, per week, by
home establishments every man, wo much of a loss to the people it is but for delegate, was present, and would
00
Olily, per month, by carrier ....$1
is right to say that it is a better political without further introduction proceed
75 man ana cnna m the community
iDaily, per month, by mail.
document than, is Judge Parker's letter, to make a speech. There were hunceris
benefited.
While
that
it
7
true,
50
.
one
mail
year by
Pally,
unof
be
tain
classes
goods might
pur Commenting upon it, the Pueblo Chief dreds of people present who did notcom
f,uily, six months, by mail...... 4 00
and
derstand
of
his
that
tain
any English
letter
they
says
judging by
ally, three months, by mail.... 2 00 chased through mail orders at a lower
:.
2 00 price in certain instances when the acceptance some of the Democrats menced to yell, asking for Information
Weekly, per year
'. 1 CO cost of mail and express is added, the most sincerely wish that they had the who that nice looking young man was
Weekly, six months....,
statesman from West and what he wanted there. Whereupon
75 margin Is very small and this ought to octogenarian
Weekly, per quarter
as
standard bearer in Henry J. Young, a Democratic politic
their
of
"5 go to the benefit and for the support
Virginia
Weekly, per month
The Senator ian, went to the platform and volun"
local mercantile and business estab the present campaign.
be objection teered to act as interpreter, and Mr.
be
and
he
may
a
old,
may
nu. tc
mm nsJiments. The latter also have
nTtoo
accounts
and
on
able
other
&ut
it certainly Money proceeded with his speech. He
to
customers
towards
the
perform
Wiwspaper In New Mexico. It is sent
to
him
unwise
at .the was attentively listened to throughout
would
be
to
and
is
put
stocks
that
keep
to every postoffice in the Territory,
his address and it is believed that he
Pad has a larg and growing clrcula and o sell at reasonable prices, as well head of the nation.
made as many votes for himself in
some
at
But
least
has
as
to
he
so
to
do
as
acquaint
liberal,
Hon among the intelligent and proadvertising
his Taos as Mr. Debs did in Albuquerque.
business
ance
and
national
with
show
the
that
that
people
of
everything
Southwest
the
gressive people
they need or want for the maintenance views of national affairs and policies,
La Revista de Taos, a Spanish paper
of a home, for dress, and comfort gen even though mistaken, are those of a
jUNIONOi
erally, can be bought in home stores man that has been in close touch with published in Taos County, supports the
at reasonable rates. The old adage, them for many years, and who knows Independent Republican movement in
that county and favors the election of
i "one hand washes the other" can be what he is talking about.
the
nominees for legislative and coun
can
said
more
be
is
than
And
to
with
that
work
very beneficial re
put
suits in this matter. The merchants for the Democratic candidate 'for the ty offices thereon. But at the same
time it strongly supports the regular
should sell goods - such as clothing, Presidency.
Republican candidate for Congress,
groceries, etc., demanded by the people
at fair prices while the latter should THE NEED OF THE BELEN CUT Senator W. H. Andrews, and advocates
his election. This shows that the facOFF.
patronize them and should cease or
tional trouble In Republican ranks in
com
is
the
that
It
during
likely
mail
from
very
the larger trade
dering by
centers. . Every dollar that leaves the ing spring and summer the manage that county is local and personal and
town for the purchase of goods else- ment of the Santa Fe Railway System does not affect the Republican party as
a whole. The Republican candidate
where by the consumers is' just so will push the construction of the East
much money taken away never to re- ern Railroad of New Mexico from Tex- for delegate will in all likelihood, have
turn. 'The better the home trade, the ico, on the eastern border to Puerco a very fair majority over Mr. Money
Railroad in Taos.
larger will be the stocks carried by the on the Santa
Leon
across
of
counties
the
Chaves,
and
businessmen
the'cheaper will they
It may be paradoxical but neverthe
be able to sell. Right here the New ard Wood and Valencia and through
Mexican also calls the attention of the Abo, Pass, with might and main. less water is king in New Mexico
the business community to the fact The. results of last week's devastating whether in wet or dry times. In dry
it is the boss because there is
NATIONAL REPUBLICAN that Santa Fe is the poorest advertis- flood and serious and costly interrup seasons
not
of it to go around and in wet
enough
ing place of all the larger towns of the tion of travel caused by them,' have
times it is absolute monarch because it
San
well
demonstrated
the
that
This
pretty
not
does
Territory.
speak well
TICKET.
for the enterprise and business ability ta Fe Railway System needs the "cut possesses most fearful force for deof the merchants and is one of the prin- off" imperatively In order to handle its vastation and destruction. 'In either
case it stays on the top of the heap and
cipal reasons why many people send California business properly and to be is a most
widely discussed subject.
r
For President,
away for their necessities, especially ready for emergencies , in travel and
now
traffic
kind
of
the
in the dry goods, clothing and shoe
interruptions
'THEODORE ROOSEVELT.
lines. Were there more advertising existing. It Is believed had the Santa A GUARANTEED CURE FOR PILES.
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or' Protrud
For Vice President,
done the New Mexican believes that Fe continued construction of the "cut
Your druggist will refund
Charles warren Fairbanks. the local business situation would be off" from Texico to Puerco, the line ing Piles.if PAZO
OINTMENA fails to
finished
would
and
been
would
money
have
greatly improved. At any rate it is
have been in successful operation cure you In 6 to 14 days. 50c.
well worth trying.
For Delegate to the 59th Congress,
some months ago. Had this been the
WILLIAM H.ANDREWS.
It will pay you to advertise. Try it.
case it is more than likely that through
THE JUDGE IS TAKING A HAND
California trains west and east could
Judging by the press dispatches have been dispatched and transported
GOOD REASONS FOR VOTING FOR there is to bemore
vigor and life in- over the "cut-off- "
and that therefore
f
'
,
ANDREWS.
fused into the conduct of the Democrat- no serious cessation of traffic would
Democratic politicians of this city ic campaign and the presidential can- have occurred as is now the case.
are flattering themselves that they can didate of that party, Judge Alton
induce what is called the Independent Brooks Parker, is to be in chief comBy the death of Postmaster General
Republican faction in this county, to mand. It has been obvious to political H. C. Payne, which occurred this week,
Indorse and place on the ticket the ; observers for some weeks past that the the country has lost a citizen of the
name of Bernard S. Rodey for delegate Democratic campaign was lagging and greatest prominence and a man who
to Congress and to have that faction that there was much more apathy in was an honor to his country and a
Musician
Accomplished
support the latter as an Independent Democratic circles than there usually beneficiary of mankind, In the posi- - Read. What
Say of the Story and Clark Piano.
of the presidential cam- - tion of Postmaster General he ' has
Republican candidate. In their own ls at thls-stag-e
minds these politicians are a smart lot paign. This had to be remedied andimade a very enviable reputation in
"Equal if not ruperlor to any Instru
but their tricks will not win. The sen- hence the determination of Judge Par every respect. He was a staunch Re- ment
I
had occasion to use,"
sible and proper thing for voters of ker to take personal charge and do publican and has fought the battles of Barron have
Berthold.
Santa Fe County, regardless of party, something for his election. The Den hte party and directed its affairs for
"Shows such tup irlorlty of
is to vote and work fpr the election of ver Republican sizes up the situation many long years in his home state,
and finish as musi. &ake
W. H. Andrews as the coming delegate correctly when it remarks editorially Wisconsin. He always did his work them welcome to
any household."
In Congress. Mr. Andrews has already that it is reported from New York that well end thoroughly wherever placed Leonora Jackson.
'
done a great deal for the advancement, Judge Parker has taken personal He was a power in national and state
In tone and
"Grand V resona
growth and prosperity of this city and charge of the campaign. While no one politics and one of
poll lightfully sweet and te'nder " Mathll- county in a financial and material way has been deposed, he no longer makes ticlans of the time. His death will be
Bauermeister.
and in him-thI cannot speak too Hghly of your
people of the Capital suggestions, but instead, gives- orders. universally regretted by good citizens
will have a warm, staunch and energet- It also is said that from this time on all over this broad land.
pianos, they seem to be unsurpass'
ic friend in Congress who will zealous- the campaign will be vigorous and that
able." R. Watkin Mills.
to
earnest
an
enthusiasm
effort
stir
the
"I find your planes wonderfully sym
ly protect their interests and obtain for
The great damage which was inflict
them such favors' from the National of the Democrats will be made,
ed upon the railway systems of New pathetic for acccv?pany!ug the voice."
Lillian Blauvclt Pendleton.
Government and from the Congress of
Evidently- there Is urgent need of a Mexico and to property generally
'Gave tl" liveliest satisfaction to
the United States as they desire and as revival if the statement made in the through the agency of last ' week's
it Is possible to procure. Mr. Money has New York American, a Parker paper, heavy rain storm, is proving a great me. I consider them second to none."
David Frangcon Davles. never done anything for the people of of last Monday is true in regard to the burden to the people and to the roads.
I think it capabl of the fullest ex- this county or for that matter for any result of the canvas of New York just The damage done will amount to the
of musical thought." Ellen
presaion
people of any county in the Territory completed by Tammany.
value of millions and millions of dol
and should he by any chance be electAccording to the statement the can- lars and still there is but oae thing to xfcach Yaw.
"I- - my opinion they rank among th
vas
if
showed
the election had do, to look the future bravely in the
that
ed he will not b.e able to do much for
best pianos of the day." Emlle
the benefit of the Territory in the com- taken place then the Parker majority face and to commence anew! While very
Sauret
New
in
York
would
been
have
County
ing Congress for several reasons:
there's life there's hope.
a
of
"Possessed
beautiful
quality of
Because it will be a Republican only 65,000, or, in other words, 21,000
tone and a most sympathetic touch."
house of representatives and a Repub- less than Coler received in 1902.
Northern and eastern mail, especial
Fernando de Lucia. '
If we may take that as an indication ly from Chicago, Kansas City and St.
lican senate and because in politics he
'.'I was perfectly charmed with its
of the way New York City is going to Louis until the Santa Fe Railway Sys
will be opposed to the 'majority.
of tee und delightful touch.
beauty
will
be
He will be an entirely new man, vote, Parker
overwhelmingly tem is in shape to attend to the matter
Mitsen.
Francis
practically unacquainted with legislat- defeated in the state. He will have to again properly, should be. sent to this
"Their tone is sweet as well as resonNew
York
a
Greater
no.
majori- city and central New Mexico via Den ant Are
ive matters and having
by
experience carry
remarkably adapted for acJ 111 lUb
U (1 U UC5
ty of something like 150,000 to carry ver and Pueblo and the Denver & Rio companying the ' voice." Clementine
BilU LUt?
inU LUl
"
vote will Grande Railroad. This would prove de Vere Sapio.
taken up with learning, becoming ac the state, for the
,
quainted and familiarizing himself be strongly Republican. A Republican economical in cost and save time.
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
with the situation and that is about all campaign speaker returning from that There is no good reason why this richness of tone, splendid carrying
section a few days age, remarked that should not be done.
he would be able to accomplish.
power and excellent action." Rosa
The citizen of Santa Fe who will there were "no Democrats in northern
Olltzka.
vote on election day for Mr. Money will New York," and it is altogether possiTHE STORY A CLARK PIANO CO.
The Republican campaign in north
simply vote against his own best in- ble that the returns will indicate that west New Mexico has commenced and
Employ only expert workmen and no
terests. From a party standpoint, to be true when the reports come in Senator W. H. Andrews, Republican piece work or contract work Is done
v
there can be nothing gained by send- from the election.
candidate, will, from all indications, re- In their factories.
They have won renown on two con
ceive handsome majorities in Rio Ar
ing a Democratic delegate without a
tinents
for excellence and beauty of
vote to represent New Mexico in a ReCounties
and
more
and
riba
than
Tos
W. H. Andrews, Republican candi
J
publican house. Naturally, there will date for Delegate to Congress, reached the average Republican vote in San their Instruments.
moat
terms
liberal.
and
Price
, be some voters of this county who will
the Territory' yesterday from Pittsburg, Juan County. This may not be relished
on
Call
General
for New
the
Agent
be either shortsighted enough or blindNew
Mexican's
Democratic
"
Pennsylvania and went immediately by the
Mexico,
ed by political prejudice or for the to
bosses
and
the
but
friends,
politicians,
to
be
Tlerra Amarilla
present at the
sake of office, or because they are nat-- ;
County. Convention and it will prove a fact nevertheless.
Republican
vote
who
will
urally "cussed,"
against Ratification Meeting there on Saturday
1
.V'
Santa Pa, N. M.
Mr. Andrews. There will also be some next Senator Andrews
From Las Vegas comes the report
to de
proposes
Who
will
show
you the Story and
who are so strongly impressed with vote
every day from now on until elec that the damage in that town by the Clark Pianos In the several styles and
Democratic principles that they will
to
recent
will
amount
over
rains
heavy
tion to the Republican campaign and
finish Mahogtny, Hungarian, Wat nut
do so, out tms latter class will be few
to visit every section of the $100,000. This will be hard on mer and Golden
expects
Oak.
,
The
citizen
will
between.
who
and far
and chants and residents of the .Meadow
He will do
Better Than Pills. .
cast his ballot on election day for Se- Territory. work ,and has aggressive
But
as
are
a
set
plucky
no fear of the City.
they
they
energetic
The Question has been asked In
nator W. H. Andrews will do the right outcome.
That the people will be will overcome it shortly and In good what way are Chamberlain's Stomach
'thing at the right time and will act for praised with his personality, and his order and will be found at their old and Liver Tablets
superior to the orditba benefit of the Territory in general
admits of no doubt and stand doing business with smiling nary cathartic and liver pills? Our an
appearance
as
in
and of this community
particular
will like him all the better countenances.
swer is They are easier and more
well as for what will prove good for thAthey.
aftebecoming personally acquainted
to take, and their effect is so
pleasant
himself.
AH legal blanks at the New Mexican.
with him fs sure. .
gentle and. agreeable that one hard
'
ly realizes taat it is proaucea oy a
It Is a'ready very silent end quiet
medicine. Then they not only move
at' Democratic headquarters in this
the bowels bat improve vthe apetlte
city. The campaign managers antici-sat- e
and aid the digestion. For sale at 25
defeat and are accordingly pre--
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United States Designated Depositary.

-

and Tab!
rvtce UnesealltH

Cuisine

and Refut
Thfaughoat.

Fe-Paci-

The Palace Hotel
WILLIAM VAUGHN, PROf.

Samel Boons for Commercial Aon.
'
New Mexico
Fe

aVnrge

Seata
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STORY

means love of home, of wife, of chiMren'and
dependents!

CLARK

It means protection of fcosinesscredft, and
old age !
honest,
self-respecti-

,

I

Its use by individuals has become the measure of their Judgment, their thrift and their
character, and thereby the test of their civil:
:
:
isation and their progress :

fork-anshl-

,
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Areyou carrying all the insurance you can? If
not,fget a policy in THE EQUITABLE, quick!

MRS L. A. HARVEY, Agent.

-

102Chapelle St., Santa Fe,jN. M
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A. P. HOGLE
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INDIAN FIGHT
IN 1864
An inclination to be' constipated ie-- common symptom of the American people.
There is no question but that this is due in a great measure to indigestion, and that
et foods be daily eaten like
indigestion comes from indiscretion of diet.

-

is;

me

In Which

Captain George Pettis, of
the New Mexican Volunteers,
Did Excellent Service.

AT THE CLOUDS FROM THE TOP

LOOK

VI
"1 write to let yoa know how I appreciate yon?
ber and took two ten cent hnxea and naaaeri a tun..
worm It ft. long. Then I commenced taking them
again ana weauesaay, April 4tn, I paased another
over a thousand email
tape worm 28 ft. long and
worms. Previous to my taking Cascarets 1 didn't
know I had a tape-wor1 always had a small
wm.
urown, I8t Franklin St., Brooklyn. K. Y.

the Silver Lining. Yon can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We oo
above them in places.

And so see
.

lijexicaii Central Railway

A contributor to the Providence
.Journal, in a recent issue, gives the fol
t
The Bowels lowing account of a fight between the
First New Mexico Volunteer Infantry
and several bands of Indians, on the
Canadian River, on November 25, 1864
.
canoy cathartic
in which Captain George H. Pettis
Addreaa the undersigned for foil and reliahrallnfjDrniaQ.
who, fort years ago, served as an offl
V.
D.
A. OULOHERYf'
MURDOCK, A. Q. P. A,
cer in the First New Mexico Infantry
Plaaaanf
Mex'co.
of
rH...aAA1
'Commercial
tIaiBkl.
Da....
City
nA
Agent, El Paso, Taxaa.
"Kit"
Colonel
under
Carson, participate
Sicken, Weaken or Grfpe, 10c, 25c, 60c. Never
' and there would be no constipation no sour stomach no formation of gas as it is ed and did gallant and meritorious Never
uiu u uuik. i,ne genuine tauiet. stampeu
uu,
Guaranteed to eure or your money back.
taade from the whole wheat-berr- y
baked at a high temperature all indigestible
service. The correspondent says:
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 594
;
'..
matter removed.
"In the 17th annual. report of the Bu ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
reau of American Ethnology may be
Palatable Nutritious Easy of Digestion and Ready to Eat found
an interesting account of an enEasement with the Indians in New
CASE AFTER CASE.
Mi8ionaturcxn
Mexico in which Captain George H,
AW, ff. TQ.&tttC'
every packagt.
Pettis, then Lieutenant, showed conenty More Like This In janta Fe.
Dr. Prioe, the creator of Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder and Delicious Flavoring Extracts.
spicuous bravery while in charge of
3cores( of Santa Fe people can tell
A cook book oontainlng 76 excellent receipts for using the Food mailed free to any address.
two howitzers, and which, had it not on
about Doan's Kidney Pills. Manv
,
of
been
his
coolness
would
for
action,
a happy citizen makes a public state
Prepared by PRICE CEREAL FOOD COMPANY, Chicago, III.
have resulted probably in the whole ment
of his experience. Here is a
company of troops being exterminated. case of it. What better proof cf merit
It appears that Colonel Christopher
be had than such endorsement:
SCIENTIFIC EMBALM'Hf (Kit) Carson, the celebrated Indian canPascual
Yanni, boot and shoe repair
scout of the First New Mexican Infant er on the
Plaza, residence College St.,
ry, started out from Fort Bascom, New says: "A man cannot sit on the bench
At tar
72
Mexico, with 335 volunteers and
pairing shoes all day unless his back
Ute, Jicarilla and Apache Indians for is extra strong. When it is weak, lame.
Undertaking Parlors
the purpose of driving out the Kiowa and pains continually, it becomes
Tie Latest Scientific Method! ( Embalm
and two or three other allied Indian Positive nuisance without mentioning
vlj lS$y
ire Employed. Calls Answers! fraei the Pvrlam Day cr Night er by DOROTEO SENA. Kgm tribes, including the Comanches and je suffering it endures, if working at
of the Ca my occupation was not the
primary
rla Reee. Oar Pastors Ccaslst af a Nicely aad Appropriately Fitted Up Sail at Hal a Apaches, from the vicinity
River and Kit Carson Creek in cause of backache it certainly aggrava
nadian
i Arenas, West Side Plaza, Saata Pa, New Mexka,
Hutchinson County, Texas. The en ted it. Much to my surprise and more
Remington Typwrifer lasb Iciigest 5o does Hie RcmingtoifOperator.j
gagement took place soon after day to my gratification, a course of the
ALL KINDS Of PICTURE FRAMING.
break, November 25, 1864, and the; vil treatment with Doan's Kidney
Cure
& Benedict. . 327 Broadway. New York
.
t- - Wjckoff, Seamans
lage of 176 tepees was thrown into a procured at Ireland's Pharmacy so
state of wild excitement, the troops washed, purified tnd strengthened my
WVCKOFF, SEAMANS &BENEDICT, iJ45Champa St., DENVER, Colo
driving. the Indians down the Canadian kidneys that the backache ceased." '
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Dealers, Santa Fe. N. JH.
River, where they joined three more
For sale by all dealers.- Price 50 cts.
other Indian tribes, in camp. Rein F' iter Mfiburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
for the United States. Remem
forced, they returned and gave the
FINS MONUME NTS TO ORDER.
troops such a stiff fight that the latter ber the name, Doan's, and take no sub
were glad to retire, burning the In- stitute.
dian village and capturing or destroy
'
ing most of their winter supplies, inNEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR.
syyeiOTTTn?S7SIT'FS7TesJSf
jsjj essjsjysjyjjjiyysysjjysjyyjsysi
cluding several hundred buffalo skins,
N. M. Oct. 10th-15t190
The troops lost two killed, one Ute. In Albuquerque,
& Rio
Ri
Rio
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
dian. and four wounded. The Indians
&
Rio
lost 60 killed and about 150 wounded ell tickets to Albuquerque and return
or missing, besides a buggy and spring from all points between Denver and EI
wagon belonging to the Apaohe chief. Paso Texas. The rate from Santa Fe
The Indians fought bravely. A shell will be $3.65 for the round trip, dates of
THE POPULAR LIKE TO
t
passed through aehorse on full run and sale October 9th to 14th inclusive, rood
Lead
vl
Creek.
lie.
Colorado
Springs, Pueblo, Cripple
exploded two or three hundred yards for return limit until Oct. 17th, 1904.
Glenwood Springs, Aspen, wand Junction, Salt
H, S. Lutz, Agent.
beyond, while the rider was thrown, 2,0
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
feet into the air. Two Indians caught
AT THE
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoma, and Seattle. Also
each arm of the rider and rode away
Cause of Lockjaw.
amid a volley from the skirmishers.
Pr nclpal Towns and Mining Camps
Reaches all
Lockjaw, or tetanus, is caused by a
This instance was repeated at least bacillus or germ which exists plentiIn Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.
20 times druing the day . The Indian fully in street dirt. It is inacetive so
10-1- 5.
bugler would imitate the bugle calls long as exposed to the air, but 'when
to advance, retreat and halt by the op- carried beneath the skin, as in the
posite calls with wonderful exactness. wounds caused by percussion caps or
This was probably one of the chiefs of by rusty nails, and when the air is ex
,
To all Mountain Resorts
-:- :
the Apaches, who was known as a not- cluded the germ is roused to activity
Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Snroata to the Pacific Coast ;
y
ed bugler."
and produces the most virulent poison HTJThe Only
',!
known. These gtrms may be destroyed
Off
CONFESSIONS OF A PRIEST.
and all danger of lockjaw avoided
Rev. John S. rox, of Wake, '.Ark., by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm
BETWEEN
AND
writes, "For 12 years I suffered from freely as' soon as the injury Is received.
Yellow Jaundice. .1 consulted a num- Pain Balm is an anticeptic and causes
ALAMOSA
SALT LAKE CITT
ber of physicians and tried all sorts of cuts, bruises and like injuries to heal
CRIPPLE CREEK OGDEN
LEADVILLE
PORTLAND
medicines, but got no relief. Then I without maturation and In one third
GLENWOOD SPOS SAN FRANCISCO
began the use of Electric Bitters and the time require by the usual treat
GRAND JUNCT'N LOS ANGELES
feel that I am now cured of the disease ment. It is for sale by all druggists.
for
twelve
me
in
its
that had
grasp
years." If you want a reliable mediNotice for Publication.
DINING CARS
cine for Liver and Kidney trouble,
(Homestead Entry. No 5370.)
stomach disorder or general dibility,
DrPAKTMNT OP THE INTIIHIOB.
K
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. Sent. 24, 190).
get Electric Bitters. It's guaranteed
m
e
Notice is hnreb.v eiven that the tollowintr
by Fischer Drug Co. Only 50c.
named settlor has Hied notice of his Intention
to make Html proof in support of his claim
and that said prnor will ne made berore the
The Wabash Railroad has just is register
or receiver ar Santa Fe. N. M on
sued a handsome Illustrated World's Nov 3, 1SKM, via: Guadalupe Montano for the
We handle the leading Brands of :
6 and, section ;to. township in nortn
z,
Lots
l.
Fair pamphlet containing a three color range 12 east.
He names the follow
KENTUCKY BOURBONS
to
St.
of
Louis
and
the
fair
prove his continuous residence
grounds
map
FARMING LANDS DNDSR IRRIGATION SYSTEH.
of said land, viz: Pedro
cultivation
upon
nd half tone Tiws of tlte principal Ribera. Faustin Ortiz,
Bonifacio Sandoval,
and PENNSYLVANIA RYES
buildings. A copy free upon request Manuel Sandoval, all of Pecos, N. MA
These farming lands with perpetual water rights an now being offero
Goods bought in bond, parity guaranteed.
M.si'iL K. Otero, KeRister.
P. P. Hitchcock, G. A, P. D., Denver,
lor sale In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of Mand with pat
Colorado.
petnal water rights from $17 to $35 per acre, according to location. PayPURE CALIFORNIA WINES. IMPORTED
ments' may he made In ten year Installments. Alfalfa, grains, traits at
a
troubled
with
weak
If
digestion
all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfeetloa.
Chamberlaln'a Cough Remedy.
TOBACCOS
DOMESTIC CIGARS
try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
No one who is acquainted with its Tablets. They will do you good. For
Our Club' Rooms are large. Comfortable and Airy.
good qualities can be surprised at the sale by all druggists.
great popularity of Chamberlain's
On this Grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M.t are the gust
AKERS
TOWNSEND, Proprietors.
Cough Remedy. " It not only cures
notice for Publication.
districts of Elttabethtowu and Bald , where important mineral
mining
''
colds and grip effectually and perman'.
discoveries have lately been made.: Claims on nnlocated ground may h
(Homestead Entry No. 7979.)
l Francisco St.
'Telephone No. 94
334
made under the mining regulation of the company, whleh axa as fans
ently, but prevents these diseases
Department of ths Interior.
able to the prospector as the U. 8. government la wa.
from resulting In pneumonia. It is also Land Offioe at Sant Fe. N. M.. Sept. IS, 1904
Notice is hereby riven that the following
a certain cure for croup, i Whooping named
settler nas nied notice ,ot nis intenNear Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of Iks
make final Droof in support of his
cough is not dangerous when this tion to and
Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found aS
Raton
said proof will be made be
that'
claim,
remedy is given. It contains no opium fore the register or receiver at aanta Fe. w .
for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming a
good
wages
26. 1904. viz : Coime D. Carrillo for
or other harmful substance and may M.. on Oct.3 and
townprospecting can hot be successfully dona.
section 36,
4, n
the Lots
be given as confidently to a baby as ship 18 north, rangesw4,
10 east. Ho names
For particulars and advertising matter apply to
witnesses to prove nis contilonowing
That la why you see our teams so busy supplying the wanta of the peo-- 5 to an adult It is also pleasant to tne
residence upon and cultivation of said
nuous
take. When all of these facts .are land, vie: Octaviano Bodriguez. Nicolas
pie with our fine
Baca. Pedro G Ortiz, Luciano Ortiz all of
taken into consideration it is not sur- Santa
.
Ve, N. M.
JlAWUBL K, UTERO, Kegister,
RATON. NEW MEXICO
prising that people in .foreign lands,
as well as at home, esteem this remedy
very highly and very few are willing
to take any other after having once
WHOlBSAIrS AND RBTAII,
used it For' sale by all druggists.'

With Its Two Thousand Miles of Track
Reaches All the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.
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NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR
Albuquerque. October
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Sensational

Startling

Striking
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the Reservation.

Never Before Performed

none

Reduced Rates Via the

DENVER

SLEEP!

,

H. S. LUTZ, AGENT SANTA FE.
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,

fAINES.

Not Luck But Results.

The Maxwell Land Grant Co

1

.

COAL sioncno
T?s3? S Flip

CCCDIL&OO
!

Nottoe for Publication.
(Homeitead Entry No. 5070.)
Dbpahtmht or ths Ixtehior,
Land Offlco at Santa Fe, N. !(., Sept.. 9,
'
wllf
receive
and
careful
1901.
attention.
Your order
prompt
Notice l hereby arlven that the follow
ing- named eettler bai filed notice of hit intention to make final proof in mpport of hit
elaim. and that said proof will be made bethe regliter or receiver at Santa Fe.
Phone No. 80 fore
OlflOK: Garfield Arenas, Near A. T. 8. F. Depot mmmmm.
N. M.. on Oct. 21. 190. via: Agvplto Cortex
for the sek elt. !i ieU. iwH net, section 19,
to wd .hip 17 north, ranee 12 east. He names
the following; witnesses to prove his continuous residenoe upon and cultivation of
said land, viz: Prndeneio Gonzales, Julio
N

HE 1VP

HOOD

ABD

OAPITJUj COAL;

CHARLES WDUDnOlV.

LUMBER --'SASH
AH Kinds of Building

M.
Boibal. Cresencio Kotbnl. of Willis,
Guadalupe Montano, of Pecoa, N. M.
i Mamubl K. Utkbo, Register.
j

DOOHO

Material

'

,

CCXD AXD S10VE KOOD EXTRA DRY AMD CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVf

,

CERRILLOS AND HAG AN' COAL;

'

:K y. . Delirered to any part of the City.

1
.

.T2UKS?S2L.AND STORAGE
We Cast ErerytUaf ttat it Merabie.
v

km
.1

.15 SiiM Fii
I

- V- -

D;iii

A. M. DBTTSLBACH, Mgr.

;

.;'

For one week

Chmmenninff

Af
W

.

!

f
I V err.
1

THE

,

lARIE FOUjmUJl

louts

CHICAGO

DETROIT

THEATER COHPAJW

I

BUFFALO

THE OLDEST, LARGEST, BEST
PEOPLE
20
20

pi

"Why don't you get your life insur- sV
SheffWt and Oay Umm Easaaing Ore Us
ed, my dear?'' asked Mrs.1 Newed'Tm Band and Orchestra
" All New Plays rhs SL
.
afraid people might say I was afraid
to
has tSi Bu
to take chances on your cooking," re- Refined Specialties
'
&
plied the gallant young husband "O,"
Special Scenery
riBO and Service Unexcelled
said hia wife, ,"We ought to board at
PLAY
OPENING
TbrM SelM Pest
the Bon Ton. They have tho finest
FOR BABY'S SAKE
cook In the city there, and they know
how to please yotu Let us take Sunaltawod ssi al
&AT1UEE .SATURDAY
day dinner there, anyway." ,
(
sre4 VTabasli TVa Bhtlsf Oafs. For

HIAGARA

FALLS
HEW YORK
DOSTOS

effrrsax
Track from Kansas

OJty

m

Isli Hum

.

;

1

''

r

;

0 found Yrds Ccrrilf::, tJ. D

4

A WIFE'S ADVICE.

'

COMING.

.

,

HOUSE

OPERA

'All legal

blaW at the New

Mexican.

ReearratvcesM

at Iretoada

Oct, 4,

It 04

Ttrocgli Trains DaC?
Meals earred la

tasralrasf

Ua

f

4

,fm

K
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SPECIAL SUMMER CLEARING SALE
Every Article A GREAT BARGAItf

We

THE SUIT YOU'RE LOOIIJVG FOR!

and
Every article is Stylish.
Call and ask to see them
Well-Mad- e

SELIGIW

Out of the Ordinary Rot

--

We are showing the new Brown Mixtures in Single or Double Breasted styles
r arrow collars and lapels well formed shoulders and handsomely tailored.
$23.50 Suits for the man with a conservative taste or $25. to $45. for Suit elegance.

See the Samples Displayed in our Window-

-

WHOLESALE and RETAIL DRY GOODS.

must sell our stock of SUMMER GOODS in order to make room
for our NEW FALL AND WINTER STOCK hence

DON'T HISS THIS CHANCE

We're positive IT'S HERE. We've Suits you can put right on, wear away,
and be proud of your appearance. Our Suits look right and"are right in every
way. Handsome in fabric, stylish' in cut, faultless in fit, and withal at a reasonnot
able price. It isn't every store that can match up to these requirements
"by a long shot." If you by your Fall Suit here, you'll get something.

$17.50 or

IN OUR BUSINESS CAREER TO PLEASE ALL

Never Equalled Before in Santa Fe

mm
Trousers cut correctly.

ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY

Up-to-D-

,

ate

BROS.

CO.

THE LOWEST PRICED HOUSE IN THE CITY FOR FINE GOODS!

mm

TELEPHONE 36

P. 0. BOX 219

Railroads, who was here yesterday and the installation of a light on this cor- trine and duty. The term of existence
filed incorporation papers for these ner. ':
i3 50 years and the principal place, of
The closing business of last night's business, Artesia. The number of trusroads in the office of the secretary of
the interior, left this morning for Den- meeting was the most important of all tees is three, and those who will act in
via the Denver & Rio Grande. It and aroused considerable discussion. that capacity during the first three
ver
PERSONAL MENTION
is understood that in that city he wiH The matter of extension of Galisteo months are A. Bruce Dyer; J. B. Gillifile in the office of the secretary of the Street from San Francisco Street to loud and H. J. Allison, of Artesia.
pa- Palace Avenue was brought up. The
Homestead Entries.
,
C. E. Davis, a commercial traveler state of Colorado the incorporation
Arizona & Colorado Rail- council was addressed by a number of
of
the
pers
The following homestead entries
from Denver, was transacting business
road, as part of the line of that rail property owners, the city engineer and have been filed in the office of the local
in the Capital City today.
road, some fifty miles of it, will be lo- the city attorney. A motion was then United States land office:
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Bell returned cated in the Centennial State.
made ordering the city attorney, to
8099, Moises Vigil, Fulton. N
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
last evening from a viat to St. Louis
N 2 SE
proceedings for SW
bring condemnation
Section 7, T 13
and other eastern points.
the openin gof a street, twenty-fee-t
R 16 E, 160 acres in San Miguel
N,
TO
Joseph Barnett, of Albuquerque, arfeet wide, ajad instructing that ap County.
rived overland from the Duke City last
AXL KDfBS OW DHNM HI
8100. Abel Lopez, Maxwell City.
praisers be appointed by the court for
night and is visiting friends in the city.
Fob Chains.
NW
W
the appraisement of such property, SW
SW
Section
J. 6. Schumann left this morning for
SE 4 Section 26, T 28 N,
Upon roll cal lthe vote stood four for 25, SE
Wfree Keck Chains,
St. Louis, where he will visit friends Lew H, Blake Died of Consumption at and three aglinst, whereupon Mayor R 24 E. 160 acres in Colfax County.
'. FIHgreo Souvenir Spoons,
i
Gibson declared the motion carried; ' 8101. Florencio Armijo, Maxwell
during the next two months. He was
8 O'Clock This Morn- FHicres Brooch Pint.
Sec-ti- o
wife.
W 2 SE
The.councilmen who voted against, the City. W 2 NE
accompanied by his
ing.
28
24
from
160
T
the
notice
of
R
filed
E.
motion
in
acres
27,
appeal
N,
Anna
Miss
of
Filigree Braretets,
Akron, Ohio,
Barrier,
302 decision of the mayor and may bring Colfax County.
for
asked
l
accommodations
his
at
at
has
died
Blake
Lew
H.,
home,
Cari
Filigree
of
8102. O. Gallegos, Raton,
E 2
Tent City and will spend the Palace Avenue, at 8 o'clock thi3 morn- an injunction to prevent the opening
'
NE
N
SE
street.
Section 15, T 281
this
resort.
had
at
which
he
winter
from
this
of
tuberculosis,
popular
ing,
Side Plaxa Scata
When opened this street will greatly N, R 24 E. 160 acres In Colfax County.
C. B. Parmenter, a ranchman from been a sufferer for many years, aged
8103., Valentin1 Ortiz, Maxwell City.
enhance the value of those property
at
was
his
He
twenty-eigh- t
years.
in
arrived
the
Kansas,
Kingman,
city
on
NW l4, W
SW 4 Section
the
owners
who
land
have
SW,
was
abutting
two
but
to
weeks
desk
ago,
up
last evening and is a guest at the
4
4
of
ben
NW
NW
also
Section
1,
and
street
12, T 27 N,
will
prove
great
Claire. He is en route to Ojo Caliente. finally forced to give up to the rav
8an Francisco St.
Telephone 26.
th'e public in R 24 E. 160 acres in Colfax County.
to
convenience
and
efit
disease.
of
the
ages
Eugenio Romero, treasurer and
8104. Santiago Vensor, Ocate. SW
Mr. Blake was born in Parke Coun general.
collector of San Miguel County,
S 2 NW
NW 4 SW
council adjourned at 10 o'clock 4 NE
The
1876.
He
4,
ty,
Indiana,
gradu
April
spent the day in the city on busiensa ated from
4
24
14 E. 160
T
R
meet
Section
to
33,
N,
the
next
meeting
regular
again
the Indiana public schools,
with the officials of the Santa Fe Cenacre3 in Colfax County. frond the Iowa School of Short
also
tral Railway.
Final Homestead Entry.
hand at Des Moines, Iowa, and later
J. W. Vrume, of Denver, an attorney attended-thThe following final homestead entry
West Side High School at
who, during the sessions of the U. S. Des Moines for one term. For more
has been filed In the local United
OFFICIAL MATTERS
Court of Private Land Claims had con
States land office:
four years he was stenographer
than
siderable business here, is a. guest at in the law firm of Lamb &
NW
Luciano Torres, Mountainair.
Headquarters For
Beasley, at Bids for Supplies for Insane Asylum
'
the Palace.
Section 23, T 3 N, R 6 E. 160 acres
The directors of the New Mexico In
Terre Haute, Indiana, during which
'
V
F. E. Dunlavy, general manager of time he read law and was admitted to sane Asylum at Las Vegas, have called in Valencia County.
the Dunlavy Mercantile Company, is the, Indiana bar at the age of twenty- - for'bids for the furnishing of supplies Amended Articles of Incorporation.
'
The following amended articles of
home from Estancia on a visit to his one years;
for the maintenance of the asylum
have been filed in the of
Scaled
incorporation
family, having come in last evening
the
terms
he
Afterwards
pro
attended three
coming year.
during
Try a Jar of
over the Santa Fe Central.
of the law department of Georgetown posals will be received until November fice of J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the
.
Territory:
Franklin, Baker, of Elgin, Illinois, Vniversity, ' at Washington, D. C. In 8, 1904.
BISHOP S GRAPE FRUITflTE OR OBflNGEHTE
Towhslte
Sigman
Company,
chang
Public Funds Received.
expects to purchase a lot and build a 1899 he took a position with the postThe following public funds have been ing name' to Lakearthur Townsite
residence at Sunmount Tent City. He office department at Washington and
POULTRY EVERY WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY
will spend two or three years at this was assigned to the division of Salar received by Territorial Treasurer J. H. Company, maldng capital stock $12,- 000 and the place of business Artesia,
VEGETABLES DAILY
resort for the general benefit of his and ies and Allowances, where he remained Vaughn:
Eddy
County, New Mexico. The term
O.
of
H.
the
until September, 1902, when, on ac
Bursum, superintendent
his family's health.
of existence under the amended ar
earn
convicts'
count
Territorial
was
of
he
trans
Penitentiary,
health,
of
the
S.
failing
W.
Hopewell, vice president
ticles will be twenty years.
Santa Fe Central Railway and general ferred to the western division of the ings, $650.45.
The purest and best Butter made, from the Cleanest
of
A.
A.
commissioner
Rural
with
public
Free
Keen,
&
headquarDelivery,
Mexico
New
of
Fuel
the
manager
odor-pro- of
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Creamery in the world. Sealed in air-tigIron Company, returned last evening ters at Denver, Colorado. I March 24, lands, common school income, $2,026
income
normal
school
95;
City),
he
was
(Silver
of
chief
1903,
clerk
Alappointed
Forecast for New Mexico: Partly
over
a
from
of
the
the
!
grade
trip
packages . . . .
that division, which position he held $72.55: normal school income (Las cloudy tonight and Saturday with local
buquerque Eastern.
School of Mines in- rains; colder weather in south portion
.Tv i K. Stauffer, money order and until October of the same year at Vegas), $72.55;
Institute in- Saturday.
$70.84;
which
come,
Military
time
because
di
the
heTesigned
registry clerk at the Santa Fe post vision was transferred
Yettnrday the thermometer registered
to
$86.79; Palace income, $246.00;
come,
Omaha,
follow: Maximum temperature, 64
office, who has been visiting at his old
Reform School income. $128.22; Blind at
degrees, av 12:10 p. m.; minimum. 4ft
heme in Pennsylvania and friends in
and
Deaf
$155.56;was
at this time that Mr. Blake Asylum income,
It
degrees, at 3:30 a. in.. The mean
New Jersey since August, returned
$94.80; Deaf temperature for the 24 hours waa 65 de
Dumb Asylum income,
came to Santa Fe and took
sk
.
.
home last evening and reported for
x A AAA .
uu, grees. Relative humidity. 84 per cent.
room, as stenographer and notary, in ana uumD Asyium permanent,
:
duty today.
:
for
lb. Sack
i
BOSS PATEN
Precipitation, 0.03 of an Inch.
the office of A. B. Renehan, and had Miners' Hospital income, $71.76,' In
A telephone message received from
at 6:00 a. in. tor) a v. 51
Temperature
Penitensane
$105.28;
a
received
income,
was
Asylum
:
for
patronage that
very
lb. Sack
CRYSTAL
decree.
Chief Justice Mills, at Raton, said that
He had many friends in tiary income, $77.87."
gratifying.
the court officials expected to leave this1 city who will learn
J. W. Raynolds, Secretary of the Ter
with regret of
that city Friday. Some of them will his death.
toss
ritory, for corporation filings for quar- rich ca ma-Y- cu
go around by Pueblo and Santa Fe.
$1,040.
1904,
30,
ter
The
he
is
relatives
leaves
ending
September
No
know
to
near,
only
old
one,
better, should
enough
For the Colorado and New Mexico Fair, at Durango, Colo., Seut. 28th, 29th The others expect to cross the floodArticles of Incorporation.
be neglectful of that most vital and useful
and 30th, the Denver & Rio Grande will sell round trip tickets from Santa ed country by wagon and train, arriv- his wife, and the sympathy of the
The following articles of incorpora
Fe for $13.15, final return limit Oct. 3d. For further information apply to ing home Saturday night. Las Vegas community goes out to' her in this sad
organ of the human system the teeth' ths
tion have been filed in the office of J.
hour of bereavement.
.'.
B. W. Robbins, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, Santa Fe. N. M. .
Very
guards to the gateway of health. .
Optic.
;
The funeral will take place from the W. Raynolds, Secretaty of the Terri
,
,i'
Manuel Baca, qf Pena Blanca, treas- family home at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow tory:
The Englewood Gold Mining Com
collector of
urer and
afternoon, Rev, A. M. Harkness offi
County, spent the day in the city ciating, and the remains will be laid pany. The incorporators are Harry D.
'
TOOTH
transacting business. He is chairman to rest in Fairview cemetery. The fol- Fulton, Elmer Bishop, Philip McGuire,
of the Republican County central conv lowing will act as pallbearers; W. R. of Chicago, and Guyer Jenkins, of Las should be found on the toilet table of every
mittee of Sandoval, and brought the Owens, I. Sparks, M. C. MillerSimon Cruces. The objects of the new con one, be he rich or poor. It will riot tarnish
call for the Republican County conven Nusbauni, R. H. Hanna and A. B. Ren- cern are to acquire in any way, mining gold work nor cratch the enamel.' A perclaims, timber,. water and necessary fect dentifrice the one for
tion, which will be held on the 20th ehan.
you.
adjuncts, to miner quarry and smelt
Inst, at the town of Sandoval and at
G
'
ores and minerals, to deal In bonds. , I FORMS: LIQUID, POWDEK PA8T& '
which candidates for legislative and
MEETING OF
mortgages, etc., and, in fact, to carry
county offices will be nominated. The
on all business consistent to the pricall will appear in the El Neuvo Mexf
CITY
COUNCIL mary object of the corporation.' The
cano, as well as in the Daily New
capital stock of the company will be
Continued From First Page.
$500,000, divided into 500,000 scares of
Shows fine assortment of '
Miss Laura Davis, who has been vis
a par .value of $1 eachThe principal
few
the
at
months
old
her
past
iting
all other bills that had been presented place of business will De Chicago Ill- MISSES C& LADIES CAPS
returned home last and the committee will make
Hardware home in Virginia,
report inois. The term of existence Is 50
Latest patterns,
evening. She was' on Santa Fe Train tomorrow.
v
years. The number of directors will
STORE No.
1, due at Lamy on last Saturday
.The committee appointed to ascer be six, and those who will manage the
Alsoevening and made the detqar to Albu- tain whether vor not a light had been affairs of the company', for the first
querque via Oklahoma City, Fort plaqed on the corner of DeVargas and three months will tp Henry D. Fulton, FALL and
WIJlTCl CLOVES
Worth and El Paso. From Albuquer- Hancock Streets,
that a pole ' Elmer Bishop, Carl Lundberg, Philip7
reported
que, together, with Mr. and Mrs. W. A. had been set for the same but that the McGuire, of
Chicago; Guyer Jenkins,
' ;
Bell and John K. Stauffer, of this city, wires bad never been
And the finest line of
strung or a light of Las Cruces, and Samuel Bulgar, of
she drove, overland to Moriarty yester- placed as promised. It
Is here that .a Organ.
day and boarded a Santa Fe Central U. S. letter box is located, but unless a
The First Baptist Church of Artesia.
rain which arrived last night after light is
placed on this corner the box The Incorporators are A. Bruce Dyer,
o'clock.'
eight
will have to be removed. A committee J. B. Gilliloud and H. J. Alison, of
ts
E. J. McFarland, of Tuscon, Arizona, was appointed ' to notify Manager
of the
one of the incorporators of the Arizona Owen, of the Santa Fe Water & Light are to promote Christianity and eduSOUTH-EA- ST
CORNER PLAZA
Colorado and 'Arizona & Eastern Company, to take immediate steps for cation of the people In Christian doc
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LEONARD WOOD
WILL BUILD TWO
NEW RAILROADS
REPUBLICANS
Articles of Incorporation For These
Railroads Filed in Secretary's
Office Yesterday.

fiiinn riiTU TfinmA

"TOILET SETS?

'

Mrs. Hersey's dancing class will
meet tonight at Adam&' HaM.
Wanted A girl to do general housework. Apply at the New Mexican

and

Have Placed Their Legislative
County Ticket in the
Field. ".'

Do you want to buy

ui)n bin wmz

v

We have 20 patterns to
select from. P t i c es
ranging from $3.75 to
$9.50. Look at them.

Yesterday there were filed In the ofThe Republican county convention office.
fice of Secretary of the Territory J. W. of Leonard Wood County met at the
The Board of Registration of Precinct
Raynolds, articles of incorporation for court house in Santa Rosa, Thursday, No. 18 will nieet'at the court house to
.two new railroads in New Mexico.
of September. Every pre- morrow afternoon at 1 o'clock.
the 29th
'
On' of the proposed railroads will cinct wasday
represented.
The c'ouds hung very low this morning
be known as the Arizona & Colorado
Jose P. Sandoval, of Anton Chico, over the mountains
and foothills but the
Railroad Company of New Mexico and was elected temporary chairman. The
the incorporators are Epes Randolph, various committees were then appoint sun conquered again early. There was
a slight shower about midnight.
B. A. McFarland and Eugene S. Ive's, ed
and the convention adjourned until
of Tuscon, Arizona, and Eugene W. 1 o'clock.
The flags on the Post office and the
Federal
Clapp, and Ben Titus, of Lordsburg.
Buildings were at half mast tothe
following
Upon ireassembling
The term of existence will be fifty
of the death of Postaccount
on
Aln
day
permanent officers were elected
years and the capital stock $5,000,000, berto Chaves, of Santa Rosa, presi- master General Henry C. Payne.
divided into 50,000 shares of a par val- dent T. D.
, If present arrangements are carried
Morse, of Santa Rosa,
ue of $100 each. The capital stock alJuan J. Clancey, of Puerto out the first train to Albuquerque for
ready subscribed is 6,000 shares.
1
de Luna, secretary, and Santiago Ri- over a week will leave this city at an
The purpose of the incorporators is vera, of Anton Chico, assistant secrewill
and
tomorrow
hour
morning
early
to construct, maintain, equip and op- tary. Resolutions
,;
endorsing the Chicain the evening,
erate a railroad, telegraph and tele- go platform and the Albuquerque plat- return
board of county cominissiners of
The
San
of
Juan, form were adopted, and also a resolu- San
phone line in thecounties
11
10Pilw
Miguel County has ordered the call
McKinley, Valencia and J3ocorro, to tion endorsing the nomination of Sena- of
certain county refunding bondsr500
carry passengers and freight, for tor W. H. Andrews as a candidate for of
the Issue 1889 and $700 of the issue of
hire, over said railroad and also to con- delegate.
1885 respectively, for redemption.
struct, operate and maintain station
The following nominations were
The case of Reitsch vs. Renehan
To
buildings and structures and other made: For representative, Manuel C.
matters pertaining to and consistent de Baca, of Cuervo; for assessor, E. M. began this morning before Judge McFIe'
with the operation of such a railroad.
for treasurer, In the chambers at the court bouse.- T.
Gallegos, of Salado;
The principal place of business of Camilo Sanchez, of Colomias; for sher- BJ Catron of Santa Fe and Attorney
the company will be Tuscon, Arizona, iff, Jose y Armija, of Santa Rosa; for Dowd of Denver, appearing for plaintiff
where 'a majority of the stock is own commissioners, Iablo Aragon, of Puer- and Renehan for himself.
Goods. New
in
ed, and a branch office will be main- to de Luna, First district; George H.
The relative humidity amounted, to 84
tained at Lordsburg, New Mexico.
Smith, of Santa Rosa, Second district;
cent yesterday and the precipitation
.The terminus of the railroad will be Jose Pablo Sandoval, Third district; per
to .02 of an inch. The maximum temnear the boundary line of New Mexico for probate judge, Jose Sanchez y
perature was 64 degrees and the miniand Colorado, near where the
of Puerto de Luna; for probate mum 40 degrees. Local rains ar.d colder
River crosses the line, with the clerk, Juan J. Clancey, of Puerto de
other terminus where the San Francis- Luna; for superintendent of schools, weather are predicted for tonight and
tomorrow.
co River crosses the boundary line be- Patricio Quintana, of Cuervo.
A son was born to Mr. and Mr. Rafael
tween New Mexico and Arizona, in
'
Gam and' Ammunition Beat Made,
Romero, at the home of Mrs. Romero's
Grant County. A branch line will be
mother, Mrs. Tucker, in this city Wedconstructed with a terminus at or near
nesday of this week. Mother and child
Farmington, in San Juah County, with
The best, most durable and handJUST AS YOU WANT.
are doing nicely. Mr. Romero is the between Chicago and St. Louis will be '
the other terminus on the Puerco Rivbook work in the Southwest is
somest
nik
some
to
leased
Is
The Bon Ton
Banner Blue Limited,
Wabash
the
er, west of Manueleto, In .McKinley
of
schools
done
public
present superintendent
by the New Mexican bindery.
whch beginning October 2d, will cover man who Is trying to make all he can Bankers,
County. The main line will cover a disin Mora County.
merchants, business men and
the
is
lease
It
managed by
the distance in seven hours, or one during his
tance of 450 miles and will reach the In the Santa Clara Canon by Ethnologwho have need of blank
others
all
When going to Colorado, the World's hour under the best time ever made by owner.
ical Students Burled in Sitting ,
extensive coal beds In' western San
for
books
the
d'coming year will do well
or
carte
table
a
dine
la
can
eastern
or
Fair
take
the
other
v
you
points,
a regular train. This is an average of
Posture.
Juan, Valencia, McKinley. Socorro and
the New Mexican
on
or
address
call
to
want.
Denver & Rio Grande through Pueblo, a mile a minute for the entire distance. hote Just as you
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Friday, October 7, 1904
A RECORD

USE THE SHORTjLINE v

The United States Weather Bureau
in this city has compiled the following
meteorological data for the month of
September, of this year. It was the
wettest September since 1872, when
the Bureau commenced to make a per
manent record of its observations. The
precipitation was 5.37 inches, almost
f
of which, 2.51 inches, fell with
in 24 hours on September 29 and 30,
rec
breaking the September
ord. The wettest September before
that was in 1891, when 4.60 inches of
rain fell. In 1875, 4.14 inches fell dur
ing the month, and in 1886 4.02 inches,
but in no other year were more than
three inches recorded. There were
several unusually heavy " showers in
September of this year. Qn Septemone inch of rain fell, and on
ber

,

ROCK jlSLAND SYSTEM

one-hal-

TO VISIT THE xiuiYiti hOLKS.

Rate One Fare Plus 83.00 for the Hound Trip. 'Tickets on sale September 6tb, 13th, 20th, 27th and October 11th, limited for return
of Ten days allowed at St.
Thirty days from date of sale. A Stop-ove- r
LZ3
Louis to visit the World's Fair.
Rates apply to all points In Indiana, to Sandusky, Columbus, Washington Court House, Wilmington, Cincinnati and points West ttfereof
In Ohio, to Louisville, Hawesville, Powers, Lewlsporte and Owensboro,

23-2- 4

time-shorte-

lines and

st

Ask your nearest ticket agent or call on or address:
A N. BROWN, G. P. A,
T. H. HEALY,
El
Texas.
Paso,
Agent,
Passenger
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& NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
8IX MEN INSTRUCTORS,
lleges.

plete;

graduates of Standard Eastern CoNew buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and com-

steam-heate-

all

baths,

d,

water-work-

all conveniences.

s,

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, $200 per session.
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWBLL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above

Session Is

;

well-water- ed

sea-leve-

t

REGENTS Nathan Jaffa,
and E. A. Cahoon
For particulars address

J.

W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton,
COL.

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale

C.

Lea

J. W. WILLSON, Supt.

at The New Mexican

the precipitation
September
amounted to .88 of an inch. Despite
the heavy rainfall of the past month,
there is still a deficiency in the precipitation since January 1, of one quarter
of an inch. There were only three
cloudy days during the month, nine
partly cloudy and eighteen clear days.
There was no frost and the total wind
movement was 5,095 miles, the prevailing direction having been from the
northeast The maximum velocity was
37 miles per hour, on September 29, the
day of the great rain, when the wind
blew from the southeast. The highest
temperature was only 78 degrees, on
September 7; the lowest temperature
20-2- 1

Kentucky.
You always get the lowest rates, quickest
iest meals via this route.

'

The Meteorological Summary for September A Normal Temperature
But Excessive Precipitation.

xmm ft

In connection with the

SAVES TWO FROM DEATH.
"Our little daughter had an almost
fatal attack of whooping cough and
bronchitis," writes Mrs. W. K. Havl-lanof Armonk, N. Y., "but, when all
other remedies failed, we saved her
life with Dr. King's New Discovery.
Our niece, who had consumption in an
advanced stage, also used this wonderful medicine and today she is perfect:
ly well." j Desperate throat and lung
diseases yield to Dr. King's New Discovery as to no other medicine! on
earth. Infallible for coughs and colds.
50c and $1 bottles guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co. Trial bottles free.

BREAKER

was 43 degrees, also on September 7,
which was a perfectly clear day and
showed the greatest range of tempera
ture, 35 degrees. The least range of
temperature was on the day of the
great rain, September 29, amount
mere
ing to only 11 degrees,
.2
was a deficiency in temperature-o- f
of a degree during the month and
there is an excess since New Year of
158 degrees.
The mean relative humidity for the month was unusually
high, 54 per cent; tlie mean at 6 a. m.
was 67 per cent, and at 6 p. m. 41 per
cent. The mean maximum temperature was 72.1 degrees ; and the mean
minimum 49.6 degrees. The mean atmospheric presure was 29.96, the high-est 30.2 on September 21, and the low
est 29.47 on September 27, two day
before the great rain.
1
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Columbus, Ohio, May 20, 1903.
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Osteopath, v-,- t
County, on page 353, Book 2 of Mining LocaNo. 108 Palace Avenue.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
BEST TO BE HONEST.
tions. Adjoining claimants are The Peoos
Elver Mining Company.
Successfully treats acute and chroal-diseasThe boy at Louisville, employed as
All persona holding adverse claims thereto
inrCOBTOSATESI
without drugs Or medicines.
bank clerk, who returned to a bank are required to present the same before this
SANTA FE LODGE .NO. .259, FRAoffice within sixty days from the first day of
No
for Consultation.
a
bills
out
in
Charge
of
of
$50,
$45,000
package
TERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
publication hereof, or they will be barred by
5
Hours:
p. m. Phone ISa
000 that had been given him by mis virtue of the provisions of the statute.
m.,
K. Otbro.
Regular meetings srr and third
Manuel
take for $5,000, has evidently mastered
O. W. Alexander.
Register.
'
Mondays in each month at 8 o'clock
Claimant.
for
Attorney
the great truth that a clear conscience
PENTISTS
m., Knights
p.
Pythias Hall, Don
is worth more than any amount of
Avenue.
Gaspar
Visiting f raters
money. An honest meal can be had '
DR. C. N. LORD,
. J.
No. 165.
S. CANDELARIO,
welcome.
Application
Mining.
for 25 cents at the Bon Ton. The best IT. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, New
Mexico, Office, Kahn Block, over Spits' Jewelry P. J. MARTIN,
Fraternal Master.
meal in Santa Fe for the money. Fresh Oct. 6, 1901. Notice is hereby given that the Store. South Side of Plaza.
H. S. LUTZ,
e
Pecos
River
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
whose
Secretary,
Mining
Company,
Stationery,
oysters, fish and game. Mexican dish
address is Cerrillos, Santa Fe County,
.:
JV
Treasurer.
New
have
made
wish.
In
Mexico,
es
a
for
served
application
any way you
C. O. HARRISON, D. D. S.,
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries. .
for
1,500 linear feet on The Gilford
Eatent
Claim, bearing gold, silver and Office: Over Fischer's Drug Store.
situate in Cooper Mining District,
All legal blanks at the New Mexican.
copter,
On the Plasa
San Mimiel Coucty. Ter. New Mexico, and
Curious Spanish Courting.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN HAIL ORDERS.
official
the
described
and
in
field
to
Dr.
notes
(Successor
plat viz:
Manley.)
Courting in Spain is conducted on on file in this oifie. as follows,
The Spanish girl
curious principles.
Beginning at cor. No. 1, whence the U. aee.
SANTA FE. N. M l
bet. sees. 27 and 28, X IS N. B U G, New
is almost always attended by a young cor.
Mexico Meridian, bears S S2- - 27' W. B51 a ft. Civil Engineers & Surveyors Santa Fe Filiiree and
man who is known as her novio, and Thenoe S 11 ' W, WVa 12 50' K, 1,500 - ft. to
"
"
Mo. 2. Thence
73' l.V W. Va 12- Sft' K
'
JAY TU RLeVi
who squires her on her walks, al cor.
0 ft. to cor. No. S. Thenoe N 11 45' E, Va 13
M.
l.V
Ifl
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
1.500 ft. to cor. No. 4. ThenesS78'
E.Va
though the courtship seldom ends in E. 600
ft. to eor. No, 1. the nlnoe of hnsinnina-Jewelry Manufactnrica Co.
Irrigation Work a. Specialty.
marriage. The young lady is always containing 20.684 acres,
and farming a porU.
Mineral
as.
NE
S.
her
or
mother
tion
of
H
a
SE
the
and
of
maid
Seo.
and
Deputy
Surveyor.
accompanied by
' arid SW H of Section 27, in Township
as well as by the novio. So long as NW
Santa Fe, N. M.
IS N. of Bange 12 E, New Mexico
Principal
this state of things continues the girl meridian, xne location or tnis mine is re
in the Heoorder'a otfioe of San Miguel
is loyal and obedient to her gallant. corded
G. A. COLLINS,
County on page 407, Book 2 of Mining Loca'
tions. Adjoining claimants are The Pecos
Civil and Irrigation Engineer,
River, Mining Company.
All persona holding adverse elaima thereto
Notice for Publication.
v Surveying and Mapping.
are required to nresent the same before this
(Homestead Entry No. 5312.)
Estimates Furnished. t .
office within sixty days from the first day of
Dbpabtmbmt of the Itbkiob.
publication hereof, or tney will be barred by 112 San Francisco St, Santa Fe, N. M.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.. Sunt. iom vmue or me provisions oi tne statute.
. BHAmVMu it. UTBBO,
Notlee is hereby given that the following
named settler has filed notice of hi. Intmim.
Register
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
7
to make a final proof in support of his elaim.
Attorney for Claimant.
A Typewriting.
ana tnat said prooi win oe made before the
'.
Stenography
You will find no other kind in Burlingreerlster or receiver at Kanta Fa. N. M
Oct. 19th, 1904, via: Rnmaldo Sandobal for the
ton trains. Cleanliness is a hobby with
tt naH. nH se '4. section 27. township 14 north. U. 9Hniag Application Ho. 165
NOTARY PUBLIC, STENOGRAPHER
S. Land Office. Santa V. Nav Movinn.
He names the following witnesses
AND TYPEWRITER.
TRANSOct.
ia
,t904.
Notice
no
5,
The
Drove
that
nil continuous residence upon and
hereby given
the Burlington and particular people are
.niver mining company, wnose
LATIONS
cultivation 01 seia una. via : uemetrlo Quin-tanLaagblla BilMlag, Dai fiasiar Aveaaa.
is
Cerrillos.
address
Santa
rvnntv
Pa
Sanchea.
ffcrlos
Juan Uadril, Juan Or
New Mexioo, have made application for a From Spanish into English and from
.
cordially invited to make inspection when,
tega, aii or uaiisieo, . .
linear leet on tne Brown
into Spanish carefully made- patent
jor i,tw
Lode Mininer
ever they have opportunity.
Claim, bearing-- srald. allvnr and English
Office West Side of Plaza.
copper,
situate
San
District.
uooper
wining
President Acts as Spotter.
Milruei Couutv. Ter. of New Hn .uwlilb
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
In summer, cleanliness and good air
H. H. Vreeland, president of the scrtnea in tne omciai riat and field notes on
Santa Fe. N. M
in tnis omee, as follows, via ;
oie
'TTrTTTAL nUILDING
York
Street
New
Railway company,
mean much to the traveler. He wants
Besianinar at Corner No. 1. whence tmr: nf
sees.
12
MexZi
28,
on
New
T
21,
and
uses
never
his line, but
a fret pass
it) M, li E,
it,
ico PrinciDal Meridian bears N 22' W f.:U tt
LOAN ASSOCIATION R
both. He deserves both. And he 'gets
invariably pays nis rare. Should an Thence S 14 21' W, Va 12 40' E, 81.S3 - ft. to
ARCHITECTS
rv1811
45'
W.
2.
eor.
aft'
if
E.
Will aatlat you to
S
Thence
No.
Va
overlook
conductor
him
-on
unlucky
v
both.
818. 17 ft. to eor. No. 8. Thenee S 78' M' E, Va
9
fiTuw
as
collection
his
conductors fre ii a, ouu it, to eor. no. , inence 11- - 43 is.
HnntA
tour,
Own
Vrtiir
n
mm
va a.
w
"
HOLT 6V HOLT.
'
nu k.
a. i hmM n
with
do
eor.
others
An.
rt.
in
to
the
Tsiz
rush
quently
me
Let
tell you about the low rates
14 21'
12 20' B. 675.44 ft. to eor. No. 6.
Be your own landlord. Pay your
Architects and Civil Engineers.
hours, he would probably bear from ThenoeB, NVa
we are offering now to Chicago, St. Louis
E, 60061 ft to
ll20
and
rent into the Building & Loan
Maps
surveys
made,
buildings
office
cor.
next
the
no. i. tne piace or Deginuing. eontainlng
the president's
day.
and other points East.
2088 acres, and
a portion of the and construction work of all kinds
and thus pay for your
Association
forming
28
NEK of See, and NW
of Section 27, in planned and superintended. ' Office,
'
."
Townahin lSN.nf tuun It ttHmm
home.
BROKE INTO HIS HOUSE.
Meridian. The location of this mine is re- Montoya Building, plaza, Las Yegae.
S. LeQuinn of Cavendish, Vt., was corded in the Recorder's omee of San
:
Miguel Phone 94. , ; : ' '
The Association has on hand money!
:'
.
pam 405. Book a of Mlniao- robbed of his customary health by In- County,
tiona. Adjoining claimants are The Pecos
Ticket Office, 1039 17th St.
to
loan on desirable property.
vasion of Chronic Constipation.: When River Mining Coracany.
All
claims thereto
persons holding adyerse
For particulars call on or add res
Dr. King's New Life Pills broke into are reotlirad
J. F. VALLERY, General Agent.
.BEAUTIFUL WOMEN. .
,
to nrtiAut thm Mm Hf.M k
his house, his trouble was arrested omee witnin sixty days, .from Uia first day of
he
son
DENVER ,
IV secretary,
Flump cneeks, flushed with tne
hereof, or they will be barred by
and now he's entirely cured. They're publication
R. T. tttlCHTON.
of health! and a pure complexion. I (
virtue of the proviaiotia of the statnta.
glow
MAmmT. A. i lii aaa
'
....
,
3aUFFl BLOCK, , SANTA FB. K. iL
guaranteed to cure, 25c at Fischer
make all 'women beautiful, and so do
Drug Co. Santa Fe, N. M
those luscious oysters at the Eoa Ton.
'iTiese Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Pe, and about twelve miles from Bar- anca Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the Springs.
The temperature of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
e'

A LOVE

these waters has been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the
Neuralgia, .Consumption,

'
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A.

'DARKY AND THE "DOUGH."

F. SPIE6ELBER6
a57 San Francisco Street.

Colored Croesus Was Astonished at
the Size of His Pile.
"There was a darky living in Eu- fala," says Representative Clayton of j
Alabama, "who was so fortunate as '
to net the sum of $4,000 by reason of
the sale of some property that had
been left him. Payment was made by
certified check, which
the Eufala
man immediately presented at the local bank, saying that he would like to
'have de cash.'
"The teller suggested that the wis
er plan would be to deposit the check
and he added that the bank would
pay 3 per cent thereon; but the darky
was obstinate and demanded the cash.

I

Texas is Pacific Railway

'

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
RmVHrt, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.

PEQALTY

v

Lino

"Without further argument the tel
ler asked the colored man how he
would have it, remarking at the same
time that as the amount was a large
one he supposed the darky would
Stake it in fifties or in hundreds.
'
'Deed, I doan' want no fifty or no
hundred dollar bills,' exclaimed the
colored man indignantly. "How's 1
gunner git 'em changed? No, sah, I
wants mah money in
bills!'
"Whereupon the teller piled up eight
bills in front of
packages of
the darky, whose eyes began to shine ;
1
with astonishment.
'
'What's all dat, boss? flueried he.
" 'That represents
4,000, replied
the teller. '
"Sho! you doan' tell me!' exclaimed the negro. Then after a moment's pause he added:
" 'All dat hen! Well, , boss,
jist gim
me three dollars of dat ter blow myself wif an' keep de rest till I calls
for it!'"
'

(

To have the best of every thing in the

Una.

Cc

Cut the Can
and compare the quality of

Economy

Brand
Evaporated
Grcam
l

five-doll-

PERIODICALS.

BOOijS, STATI0J4E1(Y,
AGAZIJIES,
Headquarters for

five-doll-

'

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

'

Fine Confectionery and Cigars
Santa Fe. N. M.

ao8 San Francisco St.

THE

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.
BaBBSBSSBSBSBSBBSBIB

'."')'.

I

...

,

Criticism of the Tartar.
An opponent of Russia writes to a
foreign newspaper: "There were at
least four great Tartar thrones, each
standing on the ruins of other civilizations. Those four were the thrones of
Delhi and
Moscow, Constantinople,
Pekin. At Moscow the Tartar calls

'No

with

iff. NWHT EXPRESS

any of its imitations.
Note the difference. See how
smooth and appetizing ourl
proauct is, owing to its
heavy consistence, which
keeps the butter fat equally
aisiriDuiea, in contrast with
the cheap and thin imita

of

tions which allow the but
ler fat to rise and form
unsightly clods.

Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m.

y

qAS. VAGJIEfi;

FURJJITUI(E

22

Been
Letup's St Louis
Jt

ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS

DO YOU EAT ?
If Yon Tip Try the New

CO

t ZEIGER t CAFE

dttb Room and Effltard Hall Attached.
Corner Railroad Avenue and Second 8treet
- - ' NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE

Manufacture of Eau de Cologne.
When the originator of the genuine
eau de cologne died, aged eighty, he
gave his secret to his nephew and
Since 1709 only ten persons
heir.
have seen the recipe, which is kept
in a box trebly locked. The laboratory
in which the oils and essences are
mixed is guarded by doubly locked
The oils and essences are
doors.
poured into barrels nearly filled with .
alcohol, and in two weeks the mixture
is chemically complete.
,.

Santa Fe Central Railway System.
Use the Short Line in connection with the E. P.
Island route. Rates for the Wotld'8 Fair, at St.

"

'

i"

'

'

and Great Rock

Louis, $43,55, for
the round trip.' Tickets
on sale September 19, 20,
38 and 29, October
3d,

THE NEW LINK

4th, 5th, 6th, 19th, 20th,
26th and 27th. Limited
for, return for
ninety
days from date of sale.
, In no event will the final
return limit of these
tickets in any case ex- ceed December iHt,
1904. Santa Fe Central
trains make close connection at Torrance. All
E. P. & N. E. & R. I.
trains carry Pullman
sleepers, tourist and dln- "lojc car.
Service unsurpassed. All tralns'of
this route run into the
'
grounds so passengers
on this line have . no
chaage of cars but are
taken directly to the
gates of theiExpogl"

',

.

CONNECTING
G R EAT:

'

:

ALL THE

RA LWAY SYSTEMS
I

.or

.

.

NEW .ME X ICO.

'

,"

Tickets also on sale
to KANSAS CITY,
CHICAGO,

.

;

Cuisine at the

fnade

Short Orders a Specialty. All the Delicacies of the Season. Open, Day and NlgM.
21 Meals for $4.50.
RtKular Meals 25 Cents.

G. LUPEIHERRERA, Pfoprletof
254

San Francisco Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's Store.

REA1IN6T0N TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICeUI PillCHI

CO..

Caste Fe

Dtm.
;

and

all

points east. Lowest
rates, quickest time,
shortest lines, and
best service via this
route, t

The Santa Fe announces another ser
ies of homeseekers' tickets from points
In the middle west to New Mexico and
Arizona, the rate for the round trip
will be one fare plus $2 and tickets will
be good for 21 days from date of sale.
They will be sold every first and third
Tuesday from May ,to December,

AND MISCELLANEOUS

.

.

Going via the Santa
Fe you are landed

1

DIRECTLY IN

OVER

FRONT OF THE MAIN
ENTRANCE

To the "World's
Fair."

ADS

FOR RENT Two new
cottages, stationary range, bath and
toilet Apply to Geo. E. Ellis, Claire
six-roo- m

Hote!.

-

"

'

(

$43.55

'

FOR RENT Elks' Hall, formerly
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all
other public and private, use. 1 Apply
'
to Oeorgf B. Ellis, trustee.
v

WANTED For the V. S. army: able
bodied, unmarried men, between ages
of 21 and 35; citizens of United States
of good character and temperate habits, who can speak, read and write,
English. For Information apply to recruiting officer, .60 San Francisco
Street Santa Fe, New Mexico. .
f
.WANTED $8 to $12 weekly easily

COACIJ TICKETS

$4070

Umit 90 Days
On Sale

'

'

Sept., 19,20,28,29.
Oct, 3, 4,'5. 6, 19, 20,26,27.

S25.75

'
Days.

LI.1IT

15

-

0

.

;

-

S

.

Dates of Sale
Oct. 1, 4, 8, 11,
15, 18, 22, 25 and 29.

Sept. 27th.

,

y

i

4'

Pre A Ccn'l

Full Particulars Santa Fe Ticket Offices

-

i.

II. S. LUTZ

;

y

F.

Agent

'

-

'

.

J'

'j

-

.

v'.

,

,

-

H

t

a,

,

t

t.

'!'

i '

'

w

J"

t.

'

i

LIMIT 10 DAYS.

Chicago and return l$45.55,Jonc way via St. LOUIS, on sale daily
,
return limit October 3 1st,

v

'

,

.

,

.

-1
,

On Sale Daily
;

easily earned by. either sex knitting
seamless hosiery for the western market; our improved family machine
with
attachment furnished
For any aAlitional information call on or address S.jB Orinishaw worthy ribbing
families who do not own a maGeneral Passenger Agent, Canta Pc, New Mexico.
chine, on easy payment plan; write at
once for full particulars and com
S. B. GRIlllSIIAW.
mence making money;, no experience
6.
P. A
required.' UNITED STATES WOOLEN
.
L1i?.iz9r. .
CO., Detroit, Mich. ' s .

l7.II.AKDH2aa

t

Mm 3BAK

.

tlOO.

3.

4

j

.

FILLEt

jt

QUIGKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors.

,

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY

Gtfarfafope Street, Santa Fe, N. M. : Phone No.

.

THE

j jt

The Trade Supplied From Osc Bottle ts a Carloaa,

qjU(LES

Albuquerque Don't Forget

Time.

,

-

j

Itatain

This handsome solid vestibuled train Direct connections made for all potass
runs through to New Orleans, Shreve-por- t North, East and Southeast.
and St. Louis without change.
For schedules, rates and other a
Palace: J. E. Cook, St. Louis; W. P. Carries through sleepers Los Angeles formation caii on or address,
Mueller, Boston; Eugenio Romero. Las to Chicago and Intermediate points.
utih' ,i
Vegas; A. L. Doud, Denver; Ernest
R. W. CURTIS
Frieland, Albuquerque.
Claire: Dr. N. Shansky-Nuy- ,
Paris,
Southwestern Passenger Agent
France; Daune Wheeler, Antonito; C.
EL PASO, TEXAS
E. Davis, Denver; W. G. Franklin,
O.
LEONARD
B. P. TURITOK
If
B.
Kansas City; C.
Parmenter, King
Cen. Pvssenger and Ticket
man, Kansas ; T. F. Courtney, Doug' Traveling Passenger Agent
EL PA80. TEXAS
DALLAS. TEXAS
j
Arizona; E. P. Thompson Albu

,

MMft

-

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Stevens,
his native barbarism was Japan."
L.
W.
Denver.
Mercier,
on
Rus
to
argue thai;
Postal Telegraph and Cable Go's Office in the Boilding ; Thenis he goesa
itself
sia
yellow peril.
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Trouble for Mr. Hlglirocks.
"What in the world's the matter,
Our Father's Patience.
The book bindery of the New Mexi can Printing Company has been so Father, I prayed that Thou wouldst ma?" asked Arabella, as her mother
turned from the telephone and asked
guide
much enlarged and improved of late that it Is the best south of Pueblo to
for her bonnet and wraps. "I'm going
My steps aright,, yet looking back
crooked
Alas!
upon my
track,
the Mexico line and between .Dallas, Texas, end Los Angeles, California.
into the city," said Mrs.' Highrocks,
With shame1 I fain my face would hide.'
and there was a cold glitter in her
The wt(y was plain enough to see,
eyes as she spoke, "i just tried to
But, like a heedless child at play,
call your father up, and I heard him
My fancv lured my feet astray.
Although Thy Voice kept calling me. ; tell the boy to say he wasn't in."
And Thy sweet patience lingers yet;
WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.
Can evening penitential tears
f Wash out the errors of past years?
China war, Glassware,
amd Molding fttstss sad
Deafness Cannot be Cured
And love my waywardness forget?
IfcssMsMadi s Order
QooasSoUoa
faith to Thee I cling,
local applications, as they cannot reach
Father, by
by
When I In heaven behold Thy face,
the
of the eor. There Is
With them I'll sing Thy wondrous grace one way to portion
dire denfness. and that isonly
by
With whom long since I loved to sing.
constitutional
remedies.
Deafness is caused
Kev. W. T. Sleeper.
by an inflamed condition of the mucous linWAGNER
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
tube
is inflamed you hoye a rumbling- this
sound V.
imnerfect hear! no- nH
i. H
Free Press In Fact.
Bnd ""less the
f 'Licensed Embalmer
The Prince of Montenegro has no ?iflJ?e'Jrne88itherf,8,,,t'
can
taken out and this tube
to its normal condition,
use for libel, laws to restrain the news- restored
hearing will
be destroyed forever: nlnA
papers, and editors are not punished are csused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
for contempt of court. This does not aninflamed condition c f the mucous surfaces.
for any
H";edbyDollars
arise so much from the liberality of case of Deafness ne,(caused
catarrh) that
San Francisco Street
Telephone ML
Cannot
be
cured
as
Hall's
from
by
ruler's
the
Catarrh
the
Cure
fact Send for circulars free.
principle
from residence Telephone No. i.
NigMCaue
that he Is himself the owner and ediJ V"UNBY & CO., Toledo, O.
by Druggists, 75c.
tor of the only newspaper published in sold
Take Hall's Family Pills for
constipation
his dominions. The paper is called
'
Glas Cznogorca, which is Interpreted
'
BKXBOTHI
.H.QCICKKL
to mean "The Voice of the
When You Come to

TIJE

"fr
j-

'
The most conveniently located and only
and steam-heate- d
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet,
querque.
throughout. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
Mussulman and at Pekin Buddhist;
Bon Ton: J. W. Hinton, La .Tara,
'
but h.is spirit is always the same, and
eonnedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men 0 U
E. J. Farwell, Denver; O. B.
Colorado;
we know what It Is. East and south
Robert Rice, New York; L.
Comsford,
and
the
roamed
west
the
and
Tartar
M. Ratliff, Estancia.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
Mayhal,
only country that flung him back into
Normandie: F. J.
Trinidad;
fire-pro-

trouble to aurer questions'
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GEO. W. HICKOX, President

CO.

1

S. Q. CARTWRIGHT,

No. 250 San Francisco

-

Grocery Telephone

AFTERMATH

Street.

IMPERIAL FLOUR.

Our trade on Imperial Flour has beeD
very satisfactory, but we would like
it who
every one in Santa Fe to uscan appreciate its remarkable quail
ties. It makes the best of bread uni Is
also a fine pastry flour. Probably th.
best pastry cook in the Southwest will
MEADOW GOLD BUTTER.
use no other brand.
50 pound sack
$1.65
We never tire of telling the good
is
Gold
Butter.
It
qualities of Meadow
pure, clean, and of a most' delicate
flavor. These good qualities are re
SOUTH SEA BLEND.
tained and preserved by the package,
has been a remarkable ad
There
which is air tight, moirture and odor
vance in the price of medium grade
'
proof.
coffees. We are still selling South Sea
Blend at 25 Cents per pound. We feai
we shall not be atl ' continue
that
OUR BAKERY.
to do this much tong-r- .
Lsiter buy
Why not use our bread? It is made sixty days' supply now.
according to the most approved methods. It contains nothing that could by
the remotest possibility be injurious
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.
to the health. It is sweet to the taste,
We always have what the markei
clean to the sight and always fresh.
Made only from the highest grade affords in the way of fruits and vegetables
Kansas flour.

The potatoes from Greeley, Colorado rank as being of the very highest
quality. We are now receiving them,
and they are very fine indeed.
Per cwt
.,.....$1.25
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the system as that in Shoemaker canon," said General Manager Mudge.
"I watf twelve years in the Territory
before going to Topeka and I have
seen a great deal of the damages
wrought by floods, but I never believed it was possible for water to do wftat
it has done in that canon. There is a
long stretch where it will be necessary
to blast a new road' bed out of the solid
bluff, so completely has the flood destroyed the place where the road ran."
Mr. Mudge made the statement that
Sunday was the earliest da a transfer
from the north could be expected and
he set October 14 as the earliest possible date on which a train could be
run through. He said, however, that
the chances were against so early a
date, although every effort would be
made to get the line through as expe-
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SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

All Styles and Prices, from $1 to $35
ALL KINDS OF SUPPLIES

ditiously as possible.
The first passenger train from the
east since last Thursday night arrived at Albuquerque Tuesday afternoon,
being detoured from (Syracuse, Kans-sas- ,
where it was held 12 hours,
through Oklahoma to Fort Worth, Tex
as, thence to El Paso and Deming and
thence to Albuquerque. The train to
night brought eastern mail and was
sent .west to California on schedule
time. vThe six or seven passengers for
Santa Fe and the dozen or more for
Las Vegas, Raton and other points
north of Albuquerque, will remain un
til the line is open, being obliged to
HAY AND GRAIN.
MEAT MARKET.
pay for their lodging. Four passengers
W3 shall bo pleased to fill youror- - for Santa Fe, left overland at five
Only the choicest cuts of packin
house corn fed beef, mutton and lamb ders for hay, grain, feed, etc. Our o'clock yesterday morning, arriving at
are cut in our market. Give us a trial stocks are always complete, the qual- Moriarty at three in the afternoon,
when you want something nice in the ity of the best and prices reasonable. there taking the Santa Fe Central for
way of meats, bacon, hams, boiled See that your animals are well fed. Santa Fe, arriving here last evening,
the trip being at their own expense. ,
We can do it for you.
ham, etc.
At Albuquerque the conditions are
much better. The river has gone
down several feet today and no more
fears of floods are entertained
A.' G.' Wells, general manager of the
Coast Lines of the Santa Fe, was in
Albuquerque
Tuesday and left with
eastbound flood passengers via El
Paso and Fort Worth for the east. Mr.
Wells said:
"The Coast Lines are well able to
handle the usual amount of traffic. The
road i3 in' normal condition. We still
No. 3 A. Folding Pocket Kodak,
have a large number of men at Trux- .
ton canon.' That was a big washout in
,
(
August and It will require some time
to repair it. The Coast Lines were not
-t-icrippled .by the recent rains, which
have demoralized the lines under Mr.
Mudge."
BEAUTIFUL WHITE CHINA SILK WAISTS,
The many reports 5f loss of life in
various
swept by the flood
Iace-trlmmeJust the thing to wear with the cannot bevillages
Daintily made.
traced. A Las Vegas mer'
new style separate skirts!
chant attempted to reach Mora, on
V.
:
Wednesday but could not get within
five miles. He passed Loma Parda and
See the new stock of COLLARS, silk and linen, hand-somel- y reports only one house standing,
Justice Mill3 and the officials
embroidered. Look over the display
oar of Chief
the Fourth District Court will at
tempt to drive from Raton to Las Ve
Before yoa decide on yoar purchase : : : :
gas.
Captain L. C. Fort and daughter,
We "carry the finest SHOES in the country, made by Mrs W. K. Etter, arrived at Las Vegas
on Wednesday evening. Captain Fort
largesfand best hoase in America, that's the Brown was summoned from Missouri by the They Put Up a Ticket For the Fall
sudden death of his wife, and has been
at
. Election at Their Convention
Shoe Co. Men's, Ladies', Boys', Girls' and Children's.
New
seven days on the road.
the County Seat.
A special train was sent to Santa
Fe on Wednesday with the bodies of
'The Democrats of Mora County, at
TO SUIT ANYBODY
Mrs. G. N. Tarkineton. of Las Veeas.
their
convention, held at Mora last
T. Wright, a prominent
nd
nominated the following ticket:
US
week,
COME AND
GIVE US A TRIAL bankerJohn
of Georgia. The bodies were
the
For
council, Seferino Martinez; for
&
Rio Grande
shipped by the Denver
Rafael Romero; for county
the
house,
to Pueblo and thence east.
First district, Macario
Commissioners,
Catron Block, East Side Plasa.
In the Rio Grande Valley Below Albu
Gallegos; Third district Sacramento
colquerque.
Saca; for treasurer and
The situation between El Paso and lector, Frank' Roy ; for assessor, Pedro
n
Albuquerque in the Rio Grande Valley Pachec; for probate judge,Luciano
Abey-tia;
Pedro
;
for
is as yet not very favorable. The Rio
probate clerk,
for superintendent of schools, PeGrande is running an immense stream
at a great velocity, and in many sec- dro Orti.
tions the bed of the river has widened
THE 46TH YEAR BEGINS SEP. I, 1904.
and changed materially. Going through
the Mesilla Valley it looks as if the
water spread over the low lands and
The College Is empowered by law to fssne
S
TEACHERS' CERTIFIFor Your
as if great damage had been done to
CATES
servid!
to
which
its
be
to
Certificates
Graduates,
are
honored by School Directors
double
the
renders
crops and orchards and many adobe
LIFE, ACCIDENT or
In the Territory of New Mexico.
""
buildings washed or swept away. The
Insurance
HEALTH
town of San Marcial seems to have
BROTHER BOTULPH,
been inundated and on Tuesday there
Your
was water In the streets there, the
SURETY or COURT
only dry' place being the new railway
depot, which is built somewhat higher
BONDS,
MEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPART, Dealers, Santa Fe N. Hit
than are the business buildings In
Tablets for School Children, 10 cents per Pound. New Mexican Printing Co.
,
town. From San Marcial to Albu
As well as Your
querque the same condition of affairs
FIRE INSURANCE
as seemed to exist in the Mesilla Val
JZL.
rmanufactukbk
ley was noticeable. The many washGo to
outs between El Paso and Albuquerque
THE HANNA INSURANCE
have been partially repaired, ut trains
to
are
run
as
very
compelled
slowly
DEALER IN
AGENCY
the ground is very soft and the grade
and
Hand
Painted China.
Clocks, Jewelry
and tracks are not solid. Passengers
'Phone No. 66.
in this city yesterday from
who
arrived
and Palace Avenues
Cor.
tmm
Washington
of
watchM
aaa
Repairing
Jawalqr wmk a tfrnOttoy.
-
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Any street car conductor will give yot a transfer for
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FOB
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Frandset D.

GOEBEL S I(ARDVA1E

; CLOSING

the south state' that they were hardly
able to estimate the damage done lo
the country in the Rio Grande Valley
and that In many portions of it were
signs of devastation and damage. Peo
ple who have lived in the valley for
fifty years and longer and can remem
ber back that far, state that the flood
of the 29th of September and the days
following was- - the most extensive and
the most powerful that they had ever
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STOVES,
PIPE,
ELBOW,
ZINC BOARDS,
HARDWARE,
"WALL PAPER, PAINTS, ETC., ETC.

PHOTOGRAPHER
Makes this suf festlon to yoa

Tiiz Hardware Dealer
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At lees tiii Ccst

Ever made in the city

DWELLINGS'

"
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PfjOTOS AjfID VIEWS

MY

Fire houra for the round
trip.
'
Experienced drivers., IVow rates
and good teams.
GBOHOIf J. SAFFORD & SON,
, XJsptnola If. ZZ

y
Wishing to rejtireJirom business X
"
.
,
enure stock of
.
INDIAN and MEXICAN DLANKBTS, POTTEDY
CURIOS, ETC.,
BASKETS, DRAWN

;

Come and see me if you
want the finest

--

Jj--l

51LEI

A. B. CRAYCRAFTk

witnessed.
The volume of the flood w aters car
ried by the river during the last eight
days cannot be estimated and the ve
locity with which the current ran was
very swift, powerful and rapid.
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